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Abstract 
The field of single-molecule magnetism studies nanoscopic objects which exhibit 
superparamagnetic behavior below a certain temperature. The molecular magnet consists 
of one or several magnetic metal ions and the surrounding ligands that form the desired 
environment. Manganese was the first from 3d metals to show a delayed relaxation of 
magnetization and magnetic hysteresis in Mn12AC molecule in 1993. Later 4f elements 
were found to be even better candidates for single-molecule magnets.   
Endohedral fullerenes show a wide potential in encapsulating 4f elements. Not only 
fullerenes with one or several 4f-block metal ions can be obtained but also various 
clusterfullerenes comprising several positively charged metal ions and up to several 
negatively charged ions like N-3, S-2, etc. Importantly not only 4f elements can form clusters 
inside the fullerene cage but also non-magnetic metals like Y and Sc. This allows to vary the 
number of magnetic ion in the cluster retaining almost similar structure.  
This thesis reports magnetic studies of various Dy endohedral fullerenes: 
DySc2N@C80 and Dy2ScN@C80, which are the pioneer endohedral fullerene single-molecule 
magnets. For DySc2N@C80, the intriguing process of quantum tunneling of magnetization 
was studied in detail for powder and single-crystal samples with different dilution methods. 
For Dy2ScN@C80, the coupling between two Dy ion is of the main interest.  Magnetic studies 
of this compound revealed: that the quantum tunneling process is effectively suppressed 
due to exchange interactions in the cluster; and a large anisotropy barrier of 1735±21 K.  
Dy2S@C82-Cs, -C3v, Dy2S@C72-Cs, Dy2C2@C82-Cs fullerenes were studied in order to obtain a 
deeper understanding of the coupling of magnetic elements inside the cage. The 
investigation of a fullerene family with a similar cluster in cages of different symmetry 
and different clusters in the same fullerene cage allowed to separate the influence 
of the cluster composition and the cage structure on magnetic properties of 
endohedral metallofullerene single-molecule magnets. The cage structure was found to 
have a dominant influence. 
Dy2@C80(CH2Ph) is a special endohedral metallofullerene with a single-electron Dy-Dy 
bond. It represents the ultimate case of magnetic coupling and exhibits a record-high 
blocking temperature (21.9 K) among di-metal single-molecule magnets. 
The comparison of obtained results allowed to understand how the quantum tunneling is 
influenced by of both intramolecular interactions and magnetic coupling inside the 
fullerene cage. Also, Dy2@C80(CH2Ph) endohedral metallofullerene with a single-electron 
lanthanide-lanthanide bond opens the new class of tunable single-molecule magnets, with 
outstanding magnetic properties.  
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Chapter 1. Introduction 
The first Chapter aims to give an overview of the fields related to this work. In section 1.1 
a brief history of single-molecule magnetism is sketched, then the magnetic properties of 
lanthanides are specifically discussed, and in the end the latest achievements in the field 
are presented. Section 1.2 is dedicated to endohedral fullerenes: history, applications, 
production and suitable experimental techniques. 
1.1 Single-molecule magnetism 
1.1.1 History and fundamental properties 
From 1970s an interest in organic magnetic materials was rising. Originally bulk materials, 
like nitroxide molecular crystals were investigated for the ferromagnetic ordering. However 
in the next decade the focus shifted towards single molecules [1]. These nanosize objects 
were promising enough complexity to bring new interesting types of properties, but still to 
be not too complex for a detailed study. The transition from macroscopic to nanoscopic 
magnets is shown on Figure 1.1.1. 
 
Figure 1.1.1. The transition of the magnetic properties from macroscopic to single-molecule 
magnets. DySc2N@C80 endohedral clusterfullerene with a single magnetic ion is on the right. 
Bulk magnets exhibit a multidomain structure with billions of spins. While small particles 
with typically thousands of individual spins have a single domain structure, i. e. all spins are 
oriented in one direction. In even smaller particles the magnetic anisotropy arises. The 
energy of such particles starts to depend on the orientation of the magnetization. On 
Figure 1.1.2 the example of an Ising, easy axis anisotropy is shown. In this case there are 
two stable orientations of the magnetization along a given axis. And in order to reverse its 
magnetization the system has to overcome an energy barrier. It is also called an anisotropy 
barrier.  
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Figure 1.1.2. Energy of an Ising (easy axis) type magnet as a function of the angle of the 
magnetization from the easy axis for a zero field (a) and a finite field along the easy axis (b). 
The equilibrium ensemble distribution is depicted with colour filling. 
An exclusively important consequence of the anisotropy barrier in these particles is the 
delayed relaxation of the magnetization. If the particles are given enough time, they will 
come to an equilibrium state, which is defined by the external magnetic field (Figure 1.1.2). 
However, if one rapidly changes the magnetic field, the system will require a certain time 
to reach the new equilibrium state. Assuming the reorientation of magnetization to occur 
through a thermally activated process (Orbach process), the characteristic relaxation time 
can be determined as: 
𝜏𝜏 =  𝜏𝜏0 ∗ 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒  𝐸𝐸𝐴𝐴𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘                                                      (1.1.1.1) 
where 𝐸𝐸𝐴𝐴 is the energy of the anisotropy barrier, 𝜏𝜏0 is the attempt time, 𝑘𝑘 is the Boltzmann 
constant and 𝑇𝑇 is the temperature. The magnetic particles with a delayed relaxation of the 
magnetization are called superparamagnets. Typical sizes for them are between 2 and 
30 nm. 
Single-molecule magnets (SMMs) can be considered as an extreme case of the 
superparamagnetic particles as they contain only several magnetic ions of transition metals 
or lanthanides. The first molecule showing a slow relaxation of the magnetization was 
Mn12ac ([Mn12O12(CH3COO)16(H2O)4]) which was first investigated in 1993 [2]. Twelve 
manganese atoms form an S = 10 ground state and an easy axis anisotropy with a barrier 
of 61 K. The molecule shows a magnetic hysteresis of molecular origin which remains open 
up to 3 K, this characteristic temperature is also called a blocking temperature of 
magnetization (TB). 
Mn12ac had introduced an attractive possibility of ultimately dense data storage with 
nanosize magnetic bits. The temperature was, however, the main limitation for any 
practical applications. In attempts to increase the blocking temperature various 
polymanganese complexes [3] and other transition metal single-molecule magnet 
systems [4] were studied. The common limiting factor for transition metal single-molecule 
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magnets was a low anisotropy barrier in the range of hundred Kelvin. In 2001 the SMM 
behavior was found for Ho, diluted in LiY0.998Ho0.002F4 single crystal [5] and in 2003 for 
Tb double-decker molecules [6]. Lanthanides suited well for the field of single-molecule 
magnetism promising the anisotropy barriers over a thousand Kelvin. In the following 
discussion the nature of magnetism in lanthanide ions will be discussed more explicitly as 
they are responsible for the magnetic properties of endohedral fullerenes. 
 
1.1.2 Physical origin of f-electron magnetism 
The electronic structure of f-elements is fundamentally different from the one of 
d-elements. In contrast to transition metal complexes the spin-orbit coupling in the f-block 
is considerably stronger than the crystal field splitting. Thus, spin-orbit coupling creates 
degenerate mj manifolds that split due to interactions with the surrounding atoms (crystal 
field). Figure 1.1.3 displays the electronic structure of the Dy3+ ion. 
Due to giant energy splitting between the free ion multiplets only the lowest one has to be 
taken into account and in the single ion case the system can be described with the following 
effective Hamiltonian (also called spin Hamiltonian): 
𝐻𝐻�𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠(𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑖𝑠𝑠) =  𝐻𝐻�𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑠𝑠𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑠𝑠 𝑓𝑓𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑓𝑓 + 𝐻𝐻�𝑍𝑍𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑍𝑍𝐶𝐶𝑠𝑠                    (2.3.1.1) 
Common contributions from the crystal field and Zeeman terms can be evaluated from 
the Figure 1.1.3.  
 
Figure 1.1.3 Low energy electronic structure of the Dy(III) ion. The crystal field splitting 
corresponds to DySc2N@C80 endohedral fullerene. Zeeman splitting is shown for the 
magnetic field along the easy axis in the range from 0 to 7 Tesla. Mixing between the mj 
states is neglected for clarity. 
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The weaker Zeeman term is describing the level splitting in an external magnetic field: 
𝐻𝐻�𝑍𝑍𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑍𝑍𝐶𝐶𝑠𝑠 =  µ𝐵𝐵 ∗ 𝑩𝑩𝟎𝟎 ∗ 𝒈𝒈 ∗ 𝐽𝐽                   (2.3.1.2) 
Where, µ𝐵𝐵 is the Bohr magneton, 𝑩𝑩𝟎𝟎 is the applied magnetic field, 𝒈𝒈 is a g-matrix 
connecting the magnetic field and the moment vectors, 𝐽𝐽 is a total angular momentum.  
The stronger crystal field (CF) term (also called ligand field / LF) describes the electrostatic 
interactions between the f-electrons and the ligand electrons [7]. Energies of f-orbitals are 
degenerate for a free ion. However, due to the difference in shape (Figure 1.1.4) the 
orbitals will feel unequal repulsion/attraction from each charge placed near the lanthanide 
ion.  This unequal repulsion is the origin of the crystal field splitting (one can assume the 
charges to be fixed). Neglecting the high energy excited states, we focus at the ground 
atomic J-multiplet, where the electrostatic interactions in Stevens formalism are developed 
into a linear combination of spherical harmonics as follows: 
 𝐻𝐻�𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑠𝑠𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑠𝑠 𝑓𝑓𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑓𝑓 =  ∑ 𝑒𝑒𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘=2,4,6 ∑  𝐴𝐴𝑘𝑘𝑞𝑞𝑘𝑘𝑞𝑞=−𝑘𝑘 ∗  〈𝑟𝑟𝑘𝑘〉 ∗ 𝑶𝑶𝑘𝑘𝑞𝑞                (2.3.1.3) 
Where  𝐴𝐴𝑘𝑘𝑞𝑞  is an adjustable parameter and 𝑶𝑶𝑘𝑘𝑞𝑞 are the Stevens equivalent operators defined 
in the space of 𝐽𝐽 [8]. Parameters  𝐴𝐴𝑘𝑘𝑞𝑞   can be obtained both from the phenomenological 
crystal field models and from ab initio calculations. Depending on the symmetry of the 
system only a certain subset of Stevens operators is required to describe the crystal field 
(the higher the symmetry, the smaller the number of the operators). Theoretical 
predictions can be furthermore compared with experimental data [9]. The discussion of 
the crystal field splitting is continued in section 2.2. 
 
 
 
Figure 1.1.4. Representations of the 4f orbitals from highest magnitude ml (most oblate 
shape) to lowest magnitude ml (most prolate shape). Reproduced with permission 
from [10]. 
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In the case of systems with two or more f-elements the Coupling term has to be added to 
spin Hamiltonian (two ion case):  
𝐻𝐻�𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 =  𝐻𝐻�𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑠𝑠𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑠𝑠 𝑓𝑓𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑓𝑓 𝐼𝐼 + 𝐻𝐻�𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑠𝑠𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑠𝑠 𝑓𝑓𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑓𝑓 𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼 + 𝐻𝐻�𝐶𝐶𝑖𝑖𝐶𝐶𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 + 𝐻𝐻�𝑍𝑍𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑍𝑍𝐶𝐶𝑠𝑠   (2.3.1.4) 
The coupling between two ions can originate from exchange and dipolar interactions. In 
the case of weak interactions, the coupling is modelled with a single isotropic parameter 𝑗𝑗12 
(following the Lines model): 
  𝐻𝐻�𝐶𝐶𝑖𝑖𝐶𝐶𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 =  −2 ∗ 𝑗𝑗12 ∗ 𝐽𝐽1 ∙ 𝐽𝐽2                                           (2.3.1.5) 
where, 𝐽𝐽1 and 𝐽𝐽2 are the total angular momenta of the ions.  
Coupling between lanthanide ions rises the complexity of the full Hamiltonian, so that in 
many cases its direct computation becomes too demanding (see sections 3.2 and 3.3). In 
the case of weak coupling each of the ground states is expected to split in two new ones, 
according to the relative orientation of the two spins. In analogy with bulk magnetic 
materials these states are often called as ferromagnetic (FM, the combination of spins that 
corresponds to a higher total moment) and antiferromagnetic (AFM, the combination of 
spins that corresponds to a lower total moment). For most of the lanthanides it is sufficient 
to analyze the splitting of the ground state (as in the case of an easy axis anisotropy the 
next excited level is usually more than 300 K apart and has no influence on the low 
temperature magnetic properties of the system).     
On Figure 1.1.5 the FM/AFM splitting of the ground state of a two-lanthanide system is 
shown. Due to level crossing in a finite magnetic field such systems exhibit a “kink” feature 
in the magnetization curve (when measured slow enough, see sections 3.2 and 3.3), 
moreover the splitting creates a “coupling” barrier that influences the magnetization 
dynamics in the system (see section 1.1.3).  
 
Figure 1.1.5. Level crossing in the case of exchange splitting in the ground state of the 
two-lanthanide system.  
 
 
Splitting 
FM 
AFM 
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1.1.3 SMM magnetodynamics 
In previous sections the basic properties of single-molecule magnets were discussed. 
Typical easy axis systems have two ground states with opposite magnetization directions. 
In the case of lanthanide single-molecule magnets the magnetic anisotropy is produced by 
the crystal/ligand field. 
The key dynamic property of a single-molecule magnet is the characteristic time which is 
required for the system to switch from one ground state to another (basically the spin flips 
between the “spin-up” and “spin-down” states). Although, these characteristic spin flip 
time is claimed to be a property of a single molecule, in most cases the ensemble 
experimental investigations are performed. There are two most common techniques: DC 
magnetometry for characteristic times above 100 s, and AC magnetometry for 
characteristic times below 10 s. While in AC magnetometry the dynamic response of the 
system to the oscillating field is measured, in DC technique one changes the external 
magnetic field and studies the system as it relaxes into a new equilibrium state. Therefore, 
the system’s characteristic time is often called the relaxation time. Below the possible 
relaxation processes are discussed. 
Quantum tunneling (QTM) 
Under certain circumstances the single-molecule magnet can relax via quantum tunneling 
(non-orthogonal ground states with the same energy), here the number of electrons in the 
system plays an important role. For systems with odd number of electrons the ground 
states are expected to be orthogonal (Kramers ion) and tunneling is only possible in 
presence of external perturbations. For the cases with even number of electrons the 
magnetic states are mixed and tunneling is allowed. Quantum tunneling is temperature 
independent, as no interactions with phonons are involved. The magnetic field decreases 
the relaxation rate due to Zeeman splitting of the ground states. The general formula for 
fitting the experimental data is: 
𝜏𝜏1
−1 = 𝐵𝐵1
1+𝐵𝐵2𝐻𝐻2                                            (1.1.3.1) 
where 𝐵𝐵1 and 𝐵𝐵2 are the fitting parameters (in zero field one finds the intrinsic relaxation 
time 𝜏𝜏𝑄𝑄𝑘𝑘𝑄𝑄−1 = 𝐵𝐵1), 𝐻𝐻 is the magnetic field [7]. 
Additionally, there exist several other relaxation mechanisms where states with different 
energy are involved. These processes require an interaction with phonon or phonons for 
energy conservation, their principal schemes are shown on Figure 1.1.6. 
As it can be seen from Figure 1.1.6, phonons are actually driving the relaxation processes. 
Therefore, the spin dynamics in single-molecule magnets will strongly depend on the 
phonon density in each system. However, while it is possible to obtain the phonon density 
of the isolated molecule, the real sample (crystal or powder) exhibits an extremely complex 
vibrational pattern.  
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Figure 1.1.6. Spin-lattice relaxation processes. Phonon bottleneck effect corresponds to 
inefficient energy transfer from lattice into the bath. 
The general theoretical model of spin-lattice relaxation formulated in 1960 [11] was not 
able to count for these details and was using the description of phonons in crystal lattices 
(Debye model). This approach was giving an acceptable common picture, however, was not 
able to provide an unambiguous description of all experimental observations in 
single-molecule magnets. The main reason is that the real phonon density of single-
molecule magnets is non-continuous. In some cases phonon density is low in the required 
energy range and leads to insufficient energy dissipation (phonon bottleneck [12]), in some 
cases in a range of energies there is a single phonon mode (resonant phonon). Only 
recently the real vibrational spectra of single-molecule magnets was investigated in 
relaxation studies in detail [13], and currently there is no universal model of spin-lattice 
relaxation in SMMs. Below the relaxation processes will be discussed from the point of 
classical model with additional comments regarding different cases of phonon densities. 
Direct process 
The magnetic system jumps from the initial state to the final state with emission 
(absorption) of the phonon with energy that equals to the difference between the states’ 
energies (Figure 1.1.6). The complete reversal of the magnetization can be realized for 
non-degenerate ground states (in non-zero magnetic field, for example), when the system 
jumps directly from one ground state to another. According to the classical model the 
relaxation rate will rise linearly with temperature and be proportional to the 2k power of 
the field (k=1 for non-Kramers ion, k=2 for Kramers ion). The field dependence arises only 
from the Zeeman splitting, as the phonon density is proportional to the phonon energy. 
Phonon bath 
 
Lattice 
 
 
 
 
 
 
          Direct               Raman                      Orbach 
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Finally, the following equation is used for fitting the experimental data (𝐴𝐴 - fitting 
parameter, 𝑇𝑇 - temperature):   
𝜏𝜏1,   𝐷𝐷𝑠𝑠𝐶𝐶𝑠𝑠𝐷𝐷𝐶𝐶−1 = 𝐴𝐴𝐻𝐻2𝑘𝑘𝑇𝑇                                        (1.1.3.2) 
Raman process 
After a single phonon process we continue with the Raman mechanism, where the system 
relaxes through a virtual state (Figure 1.1.3.1) with non-resonant simultaneous absorption 
of an incident phonon and emission of a scattered one (the difference of the phonons’ 
energies is equal to the difference between the states’ energies). Raman process is usually 
dominant with respect to the direct one at temperatures above ~20 K. Also, according to 
the classical model there is no magnetic field dependence in Raman process, and following 
equation is used for fitting: 
𝜏𝜏1,   𝑅𝑅𝐶𝐶𝑍𝑍𝐶𝐶𝑠𝑠−1 = 𝐶𝐶𝑇𝑇𝑠𝑠                                            (1.1.3.3) 
where n is expected to be 9 for Kramers and 7 for non-Kramers ions, however, other cases 
are possible, 𝐶𝐶 is a fitting parameter [7], see Table 1.1.3.1. 
Table 1.1.3.1. Variations of the power law temperature dependence  
n = 9 Kramers ion 
n = 7 non-Kramers ion 
n = 5 presence of low lying excited states 
4 ≤ n ≤ 1 phonon bottleneck 
 
The case of phonon bottleneck, which is quite often for real samples, illustrates the 
importance of the spin-lattice and lattice-bath interactions (Figure 1.1.3.1). If the phonons 
of the required energy are not able to transfer the energy to the bath fast enough, they 
can be reabsorbed and, thus, slower the relaxation dynamics. As a consequence, the 
magnetic hysteresis in some molecular magnets is observed due to the phonon bottleneck 
and not due to the slow intrinsic relaxation [14]. 
Orbach process 
Finally comes the multiphonon over-barrier relaxation mechanism, namely Orbach 
process. In this case the system climbs up the anisotropy barrier and then down with help 
of several phonons. Multiple pathways are possible, and number of suitable phonons is 
large, so Orbach process dominates over the others at higher temperatures. The effective 
barrier 𝑈𝑈𝑠𝑠𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓 (usually below the real anisotropy barrier due to strong mixing in higher 
excited states) is defining the relaxation rate (𝑡𝑡0 – attempt time): 
𝜏𝜏1,   𝑂𝑂𝐶𝐶𝑂𝑂𝐶𝐶𝐷𝐷ℎ−1 = 𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑒𝑠𝑠�−𝑈𝑈𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑇𝑇 �𝐶𝐶0                                      (1.1.3.4) 
It is possible to observe the Orbach mechanism at low temperatures for multi-ion single-
molecule magnets, where the relaxation through a “coupling” barrier can occur. In the 
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Arrhenius log(τ)-vs-1/T coordinates, relaxation via the Orbach mechanism appears as a 
straight line, so in general case several straight lines can be found on the Arrhenius plot, 
each corresponding to a separate Orbach process with an own effective barrier. Moreover, 
the recent analysis of spin-phonon coupling and dynamics by Lunghi et al. suggested that 
low-frequency non-harmonic phonons with finite linewidth may cause Orbach-like 
behavior (straight line in log(τ)-vs-1/T coordinates) at low temperatures [13]. 
As a summary the general formula describing possible relaxation mechanism of an SMM 
and usually used to fit experimental relaxation times as a function of temperature and field 
is shown: 
𝜏𝜏1
−1 = 𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑒𝑠𝑠�−𝑈𝑈𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑇𝑇 �
𝐶𝐶0
+ 𝐶𝐶𝑇𝑇𝑠𝑠 + 𝐴𝐴𝐻𝐻2𝑘𝑘𝑇𝑇 + 𝐵𝐵1
1+𝐵𝐵2𝐻𝐻2                (1.1.3.5) 
The processes a written down in the order of dominance (from high temperature to low), 
however, as it was discussed before, an additional Orbach regime can appear at lower 
temperatures. Moreover, in some cases an addition of a second Raman-like process (power 
dependence on temperature) is required for sufficient fitting. The actual examples are 
discussed in Chapter 3. 
 
1.1.4 State of the art 
In this section the most recent and important advances in the field of single-molecule 
magnets are briefly discussed. Historically, the first direction of single-molecule magnet 
development was towards increasing the anisotropy barrier. Since the discovery of Mn12 
(where a low barrier of 61 K was limiting the relaxation times and the blocking temperature) 
anisotropy barriers had risen almost up to 2000 K: for the case of di-metal single-molecule 
magnet it is as high as 1735 K [15]; and for single-ion magnets the most recent record is 
1837 K [16]. 
The relaxation time over such high barriers is expected to exceed millions of seconds, 
however in real samples there exist other type of processes, which are considerably faster. 
On one hand, those are “under-barrier” phonon-assisted processes like Raman and direct, 
on the other hand, it is quantum tunneling. Therefore, for a long time the 100 s blocking 
temperature (TB(100), the value of the temperature, where the relaxation time equals to 
100 s) was hardly exceeding 10 K. In 2017 the new record TB(100) = 18 K was obtained in a 
strongly coupled dimetallofullerene (see section 3.4), and shortly after a large step forward 
was achieved in dysprosium metallocene single-ion magnet, were a nearly perfect axial 
anisotropy leads to a strong suppression of quantum tunneling and resulted in a 100 s 
blocking temperature of 53 K [16].  
Another breakthrough took place in the field of surface science. In 2016 the magnetic 
remanence in single Ho atoms at 30 K was reported (giving birth to a new term “single-
atom magnet”) [17]. In the experiment Ag(100) substrate with several layers of MgO(100) 
was used. MgO served as an insulator, protecting Ho atoms from electronic interactions 
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with Ag substrate and more importantly creating a magnetic anisotropy in Ho (due to 
strong interaction between lanthanide atom and underlying oxygen atom). And it is a 
specific crystal field of MgO which is responsible for a desired axial magnetic anisotropy in 
Ho atoms. Consequently, the magnetization reversal through quantum tunneling was 
efficiently suppressed along with the phonon-assisted processes (due to the extreme 
stiffness of MgO layers that caused a weak coupling of the Ho atoms to the vibrational 
degrees of freedom of the substrate). This resulted in the magnetic hysteresis observed at 
30 K by XMCD measurements. Shortly after reading and writing operations on single Ho 
atoms were realized by using an STM-enabled single-atom electron spin resonance 
technique [18]. 
Molecular (and atomic) magnets have recently made a considerable step towards 
a symbolic goal of operating at liquid nitrogen temperatures. Moreover, the first device 
prototypes were able to present the basic operations of writing and reading the magnetic 
state on a single atom. Lanthanide ions in the optimized electronic environments have 
shown the most promising results and, in this work, the magnetic properties of lanthanides 
inside fullerene cages will be discussed. 
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1.2 Endohedral fullerenes 
1.2.1 History of fullerenes 
Endohedral fullerenes are hollow carbon clusters that encapsulate atoms, ions or 
molecules. The first discovered endohedral fullerenes were La@Cn (1985) [19], which were 
following the hollow C60 fullerene discovery in the same year [20]. The possibility to bring 
certain atomic species into a carbon cage had attracted a considerable attention to the 
developing field.  During the next 15 years many new metallofullerenes were reported, 
however, the detailed studies of the new molecules were limited due to low production 
yields [21]. A remarkable improvement in efficiency was achieved with discovery of nitride 
clusterfullerenes in 1999 [22]. Various clusterfullerenes were produced during the next 
years (Figure 1.2.1).  
 
Figure 1.2.1. Various types of endohedral metallofullerenes and their carbon cages. 
A vast diversity of applications was proposed for endohedral fullerenes. Currently the field 
of biomedicine can be considered as the most prevalent. In 2001 the water-soluble 
derivative of a gadolinium monometal endohedral fullerene Gd@C82 was proposed as a 
MRI contrast agent [23]. During the next years the composition of Gd@C82 derivatives was 
optimized in order to outperform the characteristics of the common commercial MRI 
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contrast agents [24, 25]. Additionally, an antitumor activity was studied for these 
derivatives [26, 27]. Another promising application for endohedral fullerenes can be found 
in the field of nuclear medicine. Due to an outstanding chemical stability fullerenes can 
serve as containers for radioisotopes used in both imaging and treatment [28, 29]. 
Among the other applications it is important to mention the field of organic photovoltaics. 
Endohedral fullerenes as electron acceptors in polymeric solar cells outperform the C60, C70 
derivatives as well as other materials [30, 31]. However, the main limitation for the 
industrial applications is the absence of a low-cost scalable production technique for 
endohedral fullerenes. The production of fullerenes is discussed below in section 1.2.2. The 
fullerene single-molecule magnets are discussed in chapter 2. 
 
1.2.2 Synthesis and separation of endohedral fullerenes 
 
Figure 1.2.2. Modern generator in IFW, Dresden. 
The numerous production strategies developed for endohedral fullerenes can be divided 
in two general categories: vaporization of the mixed precursor material for direct synthesis 
of endohedral fullerenes or modification of the empty cages [21]. Nevertheless, the 
overwhelming majority of the endohedral fullerenes are produced with the Krätschmer-
Huffman arc discharge method [32] as it is relatively simple and shows the highest yields. 
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Endohedral fullerenes are synthesized in the electric arc between two hollow graphite 
electrodes filled with required precursor materials. A precise control over the relative 
quantities of the added materials and over the physical conditions inside the generator 
enables the fine optimization of the production yields for each type of the endohedral 
fullerenes. 
After synthesis endohedral fullerenes have to be extracted from the soot, then different 
fullerene types have to be separated from each other. The high performance liquid 
chromatography (HPLC) is considered to be the most powerful technique [33, 34], although 
other chemical separation methods can be efficient in certain cases [35]. 
 
1.2.3 Experimental characterization of endohedral fullerenes 
The structure and purity of the samples are commonly investigated the by means of mass 
spectrometry and UV-vis-NIR absorption spectroscopy. While the first technique provides 
the information about the sample composition, the second one helps to distinguish 
between the cage isomers. Light absorption in fullerenes is dominated by the π – π* 
excitations of the cage. Therefore the spectra of endohedral fullerenes with the same 
carbon cage isomer (in the same charge state) are almost identical regardless to the inner 
species [36]. Consequently, it is possible to determine fullerene structure by comparing its 
absorption spectrum with the previously published ones. Additionally, the structural 
information can be derived from the single crystal X-ray diffraction measurements, 
however the single crystal growth for fullerenes is rather challenging and not always 
successful [21, 22]. In certain cases, such methods like nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) 
and Raman spectroscopy can provide an additional information about the fullerene 
structure, these methods are discussed below. It is necessary to point out that in a perfect 
situation, an elucidation of molecular structure implies both carbon cage isomer 
specification and determination of the metal or cluster position with respect to the 
fullerene cage. In fact, the position of inner atoms often remains unclear even when the 
cage structure has been determined by single crystal X-ray diffraction because often many 
possible metal positions with close energies and low barriers of interconversion are 
present. Consequently, it is usually considered that the molecular structure of the 
endohedral fullerene is determined, if at least its carbon cage structure is identified. 
Luminescence studies of endohedral fullerenes are limited to only Er and Y containing 
species, as other lanthanide ions emit in the visible range, where light is intensively 
absorbed by the cage. The near-IR 4I13/2 -> 4I15/2 luminescence was first time measured in 
1996 and four lines were observed in the spectrum at 20 K for Er2@C82 [37]. Later 
measurements at 1.6 K revealed all eight lines corresponding to the transitions from the 
4I13/2(1) state to the set of Kramers’ doublets of the Er-f11 4I15/2 ground multiplet [38]. This 
was a first direct measurement of the crystal field splitting in endohedral fullerenes. Similar 
experiments were performed later with Er2C2@C82 [39] and ErxSc3-xM@C82 [40-43]. The 
obtained values can be used for improving the theoretical models.  
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Vibrational spectroscopy is the most structure sensitive tool, but it does not provide 
structural information directly. Usually, to determine the structure based on its vibrational 
spectra, it is necessary to use theoretical modeling of the spectra of several possible 
structural isomers. Simulations are capable of providing the vibrational spectra of isolated 
molecules and perfectly ordered crystals, however, actual samples often exhibit additional 
unpredictable features. 
Electrochemistry is used to study the redox processes in endohedral fullerenes and 
provides information about the electronic properties of the molecules (for example, about 
the HOMO and LUMO states) and about their stability.  
The vast majority of NMR (nuclear magnetic resonance) studies of endohedral 
metallofullerenes were dedicated to the determination of the cage structures by 13C NMR 
spectroscopy in solution [44-46]. However, because of the low natural abundance of 13C 
isotope, its relatively small gyromagnetic ratio, and relatively long relaxation time in 
fullerenes, 13C NMR technique requires extended capacity in the spectroscopic studies not 
available in most laboratories. Besides, the method gives only the symmetry of the carbon 
cage, and hence the structure remains ambiguous when several isomers of the same 
symmetry are possible. A more specific application of NMR spectroscopy to paramagnetic 
compounds can give valuable information on the metal-cage interactions, magnetic 
anisotropy and dynamics of the metal atoms and clusters inside the carbon cages. The 
chemical shift of the nucleus measured in NMR experiment is determined by the 
environment around this nucleus. It can be described as a sum of diamagnetic and 
paramagnetic terms, δexp = δdia + δpara. In due turn, the paramagnetic shift has two major 
contributions, contact δcon and pseudocontact δpc. The contact (Fermi) shift results from 
the interaction between the nuclear spin and the spin-polarized electron density of the 
molecule (in particular in the region close to the nuclei of interest). As such, the contact 
shift is proportional to the hyperfine coupling constant weighed with the expectation value 
of the spin operator Sz of the lanthanide. The pseudocontact shift is caused by dipolar 
through-space interactions of the nuclear and electronic magnetic dipoles. For the i-th 
atom in a lanthanide-containing molecule the pseudocontact shift can be computed as: 
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where  are components of the magnetic susceptibility tensor of the lanthanide, 
whereas Ri, θi, and φi are polar coordinates of the i-th atom in the coordinate system 
centred on the lanthanide ion. In particular, Ri is a distance between the atom of interest 
and lanthanide ion, and θi is an angle between quantization axis z and the vector 
connecting the lanthanide ion and the i-th atom.  
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If (i.e. the ligand field is uniaxial), Equation (1.2.3.1) is simplified to: 
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As can be seen in Equation (1.2.3.1), the pseudocontact shift contains information on the 
molecular structure and on the magnetic properties of the paramagnetic center. 
Paramagnetic NMR is therefore a popular structure elucidation tool for metal complexes, 
polymers or biomolecules [47-51]. At the same time, it can be also used to determine or 
verify crystal field parameters in lanthanide complexes [52-54]. The prerequisite for both 
types of application of NMR spectroscopy in the studies of paramagnetic molecules is the 
possibility to separate contact and pseudocontact contributions [55], since only the latter 
brings necessary information about molecular structure and magnetic anisotropy. The 
recent NMR spectroscopy studies of nitride clusterfullerenes are discussed in section 2.2. 
EPR (ESR, electron paramagnetic/spin resonance) experiments are in general extremely 
useful for studying the spin states of the paramagnetic fullerenes [21]. However, the 
essential characteristics of good single-molecule magnets (high spin ground state and large 
anisotropy) make the EPR studies impossible in most of the cases (allowed spin ± 1 
transitions are not matching the excitation frequency in realistic magnetic fields). 
The most common way of studying the magnetic properties of endohedral fullerenes is 
SQUID (superconducting quantum Interference Device) magnetometry (one the most 
widely used SQUID magnetometers is shown on Figure 1.2.3).  
 
Figure 1.2.3. Modern SQUID magnetometer (MPMS 3, from www.qdusa.com) 
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The commercially available machines normally have an operating temperature range 
between 1.8 K and 400 K, with sweep rates up to 30 K/min. The magnets inside produce 7 
Tesla fields (up to 14 with special setups), with sweep rates up to 70 mT/s. In the DC regime 
several different measurements can be performed: magnetisation curves, relaxation 
curves (for characteristic times above 100 s), blocking temperature measurements and 
etc. (see Chapter 3). The sensitivity reaches 10-8 emu in the VSM mode which corresponds 
to just several micrograms of the sample. The magnetisation dynamics with characteristic 
times below 10 s is studied in the AC regime (both with SQUID and conventional 
magnetometers). A small oscillating magnetic field is used to drive spins in the sample with 
the frequencies between: 0.01 and 1000 Hz (MPMS XL); 0.1 and 1000 Hz (MPMS 3); 10 and 
10000 Hz (PPMS). Due to lower sensitivity of the technique up to milligram sample amounts 
are required for the experiment. In the most common AC experiment the frequency of the 
oscillating magnetic field is scanned in order to find a resonance of the sample’s magnetic 
susceptibility (χ” peak, Figure 1.2.4) 
 
Figure 1.2.4. Typical AC experiment, χT and χS are the isothermal and adiabatic limit of the 
susceptibility, respectively. 
The characteristic relaxation time is then calculated by fitting the experimental data with 
the following formula [1] (generalized Debye model): 
            (1.2.3.3) 
where α is the parameter, accounting for a distribution of the relaxation times. The 
magnetometry measurements are further discussed in Chapter 3. 
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Another option for magnetic measurements is given by XMCD (X-ray circular magnetic 
dichroism). This rather exotic technique implies synchrotron radiation and determines the 
magnetization of the sample (usually thin films) from the difference in the absorption of 
the right-hand and left-hand polarized light. XMCD out-performs SQUID magnetometry in 
sensitivity, however stays much more demanding technique. And unfortunately, the results 
from XMCD and SQUID can’t be compared directly (as X-ray irradiation changes the 
sample’s magnetization dynamics). 
Today, the modern process of handling the endohedral fullerenes provides sufficient 
amounts of isolated single-molecule magnet species for a variety of structural, chemical, 
spectroscopic and magnetic investigations. The latter are discussed in Chapters 2 and 3.  
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Chapter 2. Magnetic anisotropy in nitride clusterfullerenes 
The second Chapter focuses on the magnetic anisotropy of endohedral fullerenes. 
In section 2.1 the nitride clusterfullerene family is introduced, as DySc2N@C80 was the first 
endohedral fullerene with slow relaxation of magnetization [56]. Section 2.2 discusses 
the study of magnetic anisotropy and derivation of the crystal field parameters from 
NMR spectroscopy experiments with the nitride clusterfullerenes. Then the recent 
investigations of various families of single-molecule magnets are presented further in 
the Chapter 3. 
 
2.1 Nitride clusterfullerenes 
The first magnetic studies of endohedral fullerenes were conducted for Gd@C82 [57] and 
La@C82 [58] in 1995. Those and the following molecules were showing only paramagnetic 
behavior until 2012, when DySc2N@C80 was discovered to be the first fullerene single-
molecule magnet [56].  
 
Figure 2.1.1. Charge distribution in the typical nitride clusterfullerenes Sc3N@C80. Sc ions 
can be replaced by Y or lanthanides in the M3+ charge state. 
The nitride clusterfullerenes family is the most extended and studied by now due to 
relatively high production yield among endohedral fullerenes and the possibility to make 
various trimetal clusters comprising many of the lanthanides, Sc and Y. The common 
formula for nitride clusterfullerenes is (M3+)3N3-@C2n6- (Figure 2.1.1). The most abundant 
cage isomer C80-Ih also exhibits the best single-molecule magnet properties among 
the other cages (C68-C88 [21]) with the same cluster. Thus, in this work, only C80-Ih cages 
are discussed. 
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2.2 Crystal field splitting in nitride clusterfullerenes 
As it was discussed in section 1.1.2, the magnetic anisotropy in lanthanide ions originates 
from the charge distribution around the lanthanide ion. Electrostatic interactions cause the 
so-called crystal field spitting of the lanthanide’s spin levels. With structural information 
about the molecule in hand one can estimate the interactions of the lanthanide ion or ions 
with the environment. The method used in this section utilizes a point-charge code so1ion 
(Cfield) implemented in the McPhase program [59]. Furthermore, calculations can be 
tested with experimental data. In contrast to low-temperature magnetometry studies, 
NMR measurements can be performed at room temperature, where the influence of 
excited states becomes prominent. The fullerenes were synthesized in our group, NMR 
measurements were performed by M. Rosenkranz, the DFT data was provided by Dr. A. A. 
Popov and my contribution consisted of calculations with the point charge model. 
Our first studies were performed with HoM2N@C80 (M = Sc, Y, Lu) fullerenes in order to 
investigate the influence of the diamagnetic atom size. And the calculations of 5I8 manifold 
of Ho3+ (4f10) required the following parameters: 
• Molecular structure, optimized by DFT at the B3LYP level with 4f-in-core potential 
in the Firefly code [60], Figure 2.2.1. (a)   
• Atomic charges, computed by integration of the total density in the framework of 
Bader’s QTAIM method [61], Figure 2.2.1. (b)   
In the view of the similarity of ionic radii of Y and Ho, YSc2N@C80 was used in these 
calculations as a model for HoSc2N@C80 and DySc2N@C80, whereas Y3N@C80 was used as a 
model for HoY2N@C80 (ionic radii of Y3+ and Ho3+ are almost identical). Detailed analysis of 
the chemical bonding in endohedral metallofullerenes using QTIAM approach was 
reported by our group earlier [62]. In order to verify the model, the ligand field splitting 
was computed for an isostructural DySc2N@C80-Ih and compared to the results of recently 
published ab initio CASSCF calculations [63]. These computations showed that QTAIM 
charges are too large but can reproduce ab initio crystal field splitting fairy well when scaled 
by a factor of 0.755 (see Table 2.2.1). The same scaled charges were then used to calculate 
the crystal field splitting in HoSc2N@C80. The values listed in Table 2.2.1 and depicted in 
Figure 2.2.1 show that the overall crystal field splitting in HoSc2N@C80 is rather large and 
exceeds 500 cm−1. In agreement with XMCD and SQUID measurements, the ground 
magnetic state is |mJ| = 8 [9]. The energy is then increasing systematically with the 
decrease of |mJ| values. Ho3+ is not a Kramers ion and hence degeneracy of ±mJ states is 
not enforced. However, our calculations show that the degeneracy holds within 1 cm−1 for 
|mJ| values ranging from 8 to 3, and considerable splitting is found only for |mJ|=2 (7 cm−1) 
and |mJ|=1 (23 cm−1). Note that the ligand field breaks the spherical symmetry of the 
potential in which the 4f electrons move. Thus, the mJ states are mixed, especially for small 
|mJ| values, showing that in principle mJ is not a “good” quantum number anymore. The 
|mJ| assignment is done according to is the dominant components in the corresponding 
state that is a linear combination of all mJ states. 
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Figure 2.2.1. (a) DFT optimized molecular structure of HoSc2N@C80 (N is blue, Sc is magenta, 
Ho is green, carbon atoms are grey except for 2 nearest atoms shown as red spheres and 7 
next-nearest atoms highlighted in orange); (b) a fragment of the molecule with QTAIM 
atomic charges; (c) crystal field splitting computed for HoSc2N@C80 taking into account 
different intramolecular interactions: the whole molecule; HoSc2N cluster with nearest 9 
and 2 carbon atoms; only HoSc2N cluster; and only Ho–N fragment (computed levels with 
additionally scaled charge of nitrogen are denoted as Ho–N’). |J,±m> states in the Ho–N’ 
system are indicated in the rightmost column. 
Point-charge computations are very convenient for the analysis of the role of different 
intramolecular interactions in the total crystal field splitting since “unwanted” 
contributions can be turned off. We used this possibility to compute crystal field splitting 
of Ho in HoSc2N@C80 using only selected ions in its environment.  As anticipated, the 
nitrogen ion has the largest influence on the crystal field. However, the splitting computed 
for the Ho–N fragment overestimates the total splitting by ca 20% (note that the Ho-N 
system is uniaxial and ±mJ degeneracy is rigorous). The next largest contribution is that 
from Sc ions. Crystal field splitting for the HoSc2N cluster is ca 10% smaller than for the 
whole HoSc2N@C80 molecule, but the overall splitting pattern (multiplet) is already very 
similar to the multiplet computed for the whole molecule. Importantly, lifting of the ±mJ 
degeneracy in HoSc2N@C80 is fairly well reproduced in HoSc2N, and further inclusion of the 
cage carbon atoms only stretches the energy range without changing the pattern. When 
only two carbon atoms nearest to Ho are considered (they also have the largest negative 
QTAIM charges, Figure 2.2.1 b), the splitting energies are very close to the whole 
HoSc2N@C80 system. This is in part due to a fortuitous cancellation of contributions of 
different atoms since computations with 9 nearest carbon atoms gives slightly larger (ca 
2%) splitting than for the whole system. The cage carbon atoms only slightly influence the 
ligand field, whereas the main terms are caused by the N and Sc (due to small atomic 
charges of carbons compared to those of N and Sc, see Figure 2.2.1 b). 
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Figure 2.2.2. (a) Crystal field splitting computed for HoSc2N@C80 and HoY2N@C80; (b) 
correlation between mJ energy levels in HoSc2N@C80 and HoY2N@C80. The slope of the 
fitting line in (b) is 1.205. 
In addition to HoSc2N@C80 (Sc – the smallest possible diamagnetic metal ion) the 
HoY2N@C80 (Y is the largest one) molecule taken in order to study the influence of the 
cluster geometry. Increase of the M3+ radius in the HoM2N@C80 cluster elongates the M–
N bond and in turn decreases the Ho–N distance. According to the DFT data the Ho–N bond 
length drops from 2.163 Å in HoSc2N@C80 to 2.067 Å in HoY2N@C80. It is reasonable to 
consider that variation of the Ho–N distance must affect the splitting of the Jz levels of the 
Ho3+ ion (highly charged nitrogen ion makes the main contribution to the ligand field). 
Ligand field calculations for HoY2N@C80 based on the Y3N@C80 molecular geometry and 
QTAIM charges yields significantly higher splitting than in HoSc2N@C80 (Figure 2.2.2a and 
Table 2.2.1). In HoY2N@C80 the first excited state with |mJ|=7 is at 232 cm−1 (46 cm−1 higher 
than the energy of the first excited state in HoSc2N@C80, 186 cm−1). Aside from an 
increased energy scale, the crystal field splitting pattern in HoY2N@C80 is similar to that in 
HoSc2N@C80. The crystal field splitting of HoY2N@C80 and HoSc2N@C80 scale with a factor 
of 1.205 (Figure 2.2.2b). If this is solely attributed to the shorter Ho-N distance (2.063 Å 
versus 2.160 Å), then the crystal field splitting scales with the Ho-N distance R as R−4. 
However, this empirical relation has to be used with care, since the nominal atomic charge 
of nitrogen also depends on R (-1.77 in Y3N@C80 versus -1.71 in YSc2N@C80). Furthermore, 
the atomic charges of Y in Y3N@C80 (+1.88) are higher than the ones of Sc in YSc2N@C80 
(+1.73). The calculated crystal field splitting can be used to predict the NMR chemical shifts 
as it was discussed in section 1.2.3. Highly symmetric C80-Ih cage has only two types of 
carbon atoms, 60 atoms on pentagon/hexagon/hexagon junctions (PHHJ) and 20 atoms on 
triple hexagon junctions (THJ). Therefore, two different chemical shifts are expected. 
Although the symmetry of the M3N cluster is much lower than that of the carbon cage, at 
room temperature the cluster in M3N@C80-Ih rotates rapidly on the NMR time scale, and 
carbon NMR signals are averaged [22, 64]. Accordingly, 13C NMR spectra of diamagnetic 
M3N@C80-Ih nitride clusterfullerenes exhibit two sharp lines at 144 and 137-138 ppm in a 
3:1 ratio, respectively. Variations of these chemical shifts for different cluster compositions 
within the set of diamagnetic metal ions (Sc, Y, Lu) do not exceed 1 ppm [65]. 
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Figure 2.2.3. 13C NMR spectra of HoM2N@C80-Ih (M = Sc, Y, Lu) measured in CS2 solution. 
PHHJ signals are marked with their chemical shifts, prospective THJ signals are marked with 
asterisks, and signals of Lu3N@C80 present in the HoLu2N@C80 sample are marked with dots.  
Figure 2.2.3 shows 125 MHz 13C NMR spectra of the HoM2N@C80 series measured at room 
temperature in CS2 solution (the temperature variation during the measurements was in 
the range of 300±0.1 K). Diamagnetic Lu3N@C80-Ih present in HoLu2M@C80-Ih sample 
exhibits the two sharp 13C signals at 144.3 and 137.6 ppm, as expected for a diamagnetic 
M3N@C80-Ih nitride clusterfullerenes. Replacement of one diamagnetic metal atom in 
M3N@C80-Ih with Ho dramatically changes the 13C NMR spectra. First, the relaxation time 
becomes very short and the spectral lines are substantially broadened (from less than 
0.2 ppm to ca 5 ppm). This broadening results in a decrease of the signal-to-noise ratio and 
requires much longer acquisition time. After 10 days of acquisition, only higher intensity 
PHHJ signals can be identified unambiguously, whereas positions of THJ signals are not so 
well defined because of the lower intensity and poorer signal to noise ratio. Second, the 
presence of paramagnetic Ho3+ ion shifts 13C peaks of HoM2N@C80-Ih to a higher field in 
comparison to signals of diamagnetic M3N@C80-Ih nitride clusterfullerenes. PHHJ signals 
are found at 119 ppm (M = Sc), 107 ppm (M = Lu), and 101 ppm (M = Y), whereas tentative 
positions of THJ signals are determined as 74 ppm (Sc), 66 ppm (Lu), and 76 ppm (Y). We 
define the Ho-induced paramagnetic shift, δpara, as δexp – δdia, where δexp is the measured 
value and δdia is the chemical shift in analogous diamagnetic nitride clusterfullerene. 
Surprisingly, δpara depends strongly on the second metal. For PHHJ signals, the shift 
increases systematically with the size of M3+ ion (Shannon radii of Sc3+, Lu3+, and Y3+ are 
0.745, 0.86, and 0.90 Å, respectively [66]). The difference of the PHHJ peak positions 
between HoSc2N@C80 and HoY2N@C80, 18 ppm, is almost as large as the 25 ppm difference 
between PHHJ signals of HoSc2N@C80 and diamagnetic LuSc2N@C80. 
Whereas large Ho-induced paramagnetic shifts are anticipated, the fact that they are 
strongly dependent on the size of the diamagnetic metal in the cluster is rather surprising 
and requires deeper analysis. In solution, paramagnetic shift has two major contributions 
caused by contact (Fermi) interactions and dipolar interactions [67]. The contact shift, δcon, 
results from the interaction between the nuclear spin and electron spin density located at 
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the atom of interest (i.e. carbon). In other words, this term appears when the spin density 
is leaking from the paramagnetic center to other atoms in the molecule. Dipolar shift (also 
termed as pseudocontact, δpc, is caused by the through-space interactions of magnetic 
dipoles. For a molecule in solution, the dipolar term should vanish unless the paramagnetic 
center has magnetic anisotropy. According to Bleaney’s theory [68, 69] contact and 
pseudocontact terms can be distinguished by their temperature dependence: δcon has T−1 
dependence whereas the main temperature dependent term in δpc scales as T−2 (note that 
some deviations from T−2 dependence were also reported [54, 70-72] and are attributed to 
a main drawback of Bleaney’s theory, an assumption of the ligand field splitting being 
smaller than kBT). 
Unfortunately, variable temperature 13C NMR studies of Ho nitride clusterfullerenes are 
unrealistic. Besides Ho nitride clusterfullerenes, paramagnetic shift in the 13C NMR spectra 
of nitride clusterfullerenes were reported for a series of CeM2N@C80-Ih compounds (M = 
Sc, Y, Lu) [73, 74]. Paramagnetic shifts of CeM2N@C80-Ih are much smaller (2–3 ppm) which 
is not surprising taking into account much smaller magnetic moment of Ce3+ (4f1, J=5/2) in 
comparison to Ho3+ (4f10, J = 8). More importantly, 13C NMR signals of CeM2N@C80-Ih are 
much narrower, and their temperature dependence could be studied more 
straightforwardly. Pseudocontact shift in CeM2N@C80-Ih [75] and other Ce endohedral 
metallofullerenes [76-78] was found to be dominant, which agrees well with the “buried” 
nature of unpaired 4f electrons in lanthanide ions. Based on these data, in the discussion 
of HoM2N@C80 series we focus only on the pseudocontact term. Table 2.2.1 shows a good 
agreement between the computed values for PHHJ carbons and the experimental 
observations. 
Table 2.2.1. Experimental and computed paramagnetic chemical shifts δpara in 
HoSc2N@C80 and HoY2N@C80. MD denotes the values averaged over molecular dynamics 
trajectories [9]. 
 PHHJexp PHHJstatic PHHJMD THJexp THJstatic THJMD 
HoSc2N@C80 -25 -25 -22 -70 -19 -24 
HoY2N@C80 -43 -53 -46 -68 -7 -16 
 
More explicit studies were performed in our group for the LnSc2N@C80 series including 
variable temperature 13C and 45Sc NMR and crystal field splitting calculations [79]. In 45Sc 
NMR spectra, all LnSc2N@C80 (Ln = Dy, Ho, Tb, Pr, Nd, Ce, Y, La, Lu, Tm, Er) compounds 
exhibit one relatively broad peak (Figure 2.2.4a). 
The 45Sc chemical shifts of the diamagnetic 1La and 1Lu are 198 and 200 ppm, respectively, 
whereas in paramagnetic 1Ln molecules the 45Sc signal position spans the range from 
−233 ppm in 1Er to 1892 ppm in 1Dy. The peak width varies from 30−40 ppm for the 
diamagnetic 1Lu and 1La and paramagnetic 1Ce, 1Pr, 1Nd and 1Er, to ca 70−80 ppm for the 
1Tb, 1Dy, 1Ho, and 1Tm. 
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Figure 2.2.4. (a) 45Sc NMR spectra of 1Ln compounds measured in CS2 at 288 K. The δ(45Sc) 
value of diamagnetic 1Y is 191 ppm. (b) Crystal-field splitting of the mJ levels in the 1M 
compounds (point-charge model). The inset shows low-energy levels in 1Er and 1Tm in the 
range of 0–190 cm−1. Each degenerate ±mJ level of Kramers ions (Ce, Nd, Dy, Er) and quasi-
degenerate (within 3 cm−1) levels of non-Kramers ions are shown as double lines. To guide 
an eye, Kramers and non-Kramers ions are denoted in dark blue and wine, respectively. 
The crystal field calculations of the LnSc2N@C80 series is shown of Figure 2.2.4b. For the 
case of lanthanide ions with oblate 4f-density (Ce, Pr, Nd, Tb, Dy, Ho) one finds a large 
separation between the ground and the first excited states of at least around 200 cm−1. 
This indicates that the excited magnetic states are not influencing the low temperature 
magnetic properties of those fullerenes. In ErSc2N@C80 and TmSc2N@C80 the lanthanide 
ions exhibit prolate 4f-density and low spin ground state. 
Variable temperature 13C and 45Sc NMR studies allowed separation of the contact and 
pseudocontact contributions in the paramagnetic chemical shift [79]. Thus, a direct 
comparison of the experimental pseudocontact shifts and the computed ones becomes 
possible (Figure 2.2.5). A good agreement is found for 1Ce, 1Pr, 1Nd, 1Dy, 1Ho, 1Er, while 
1Tb and 1Tm exhibit minor deviations. 
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Figure 2.2.5. Correlation between computed (x axis, point charge model (PCM)) and 
experimental (y axis) chemical pseudocontact shifts: 13C-PHHJ (left) and 45Sc (right) [79]. 
Solid lines are a linear fit for a complete set of data (R2 = 0.94 for both PHHJ and Sc), whereas 
red dashed lines were obtained for fitting without 1Tm and 1Tb values. The intercept was 
set to zero in linear fits. 
Summary 
Crystal field splittings calculated with the point charge model have shown a considerable 
correlation with the experimental findings, the dominant role of the nitrogen ion in 
the crystal field of nitride clusterfullerenes and the major influence of the ground states on 
the low temperature magnetic properties of the fullerenes with oblate 4f-density 
lanthanide ions. This simple analysis showed that due to the dominant role of the 
negatively charged nitride ion, lanthanide ions in nitride clusterfullerenes feature strong 
axial magnetic anisotropy leading to a high-spin magnetic ground state for oblate 
lanthanides. This property is one of the prerequisites for SMM behavior. Large magnetic 
moment and rigorous degeneracy of the bistable ground state in DySc2N@C80 make Dy 
especially attractive metal for creation of fullerene-based molecular magnets.  
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Chapter 3. Magnetic studies of endohedral fullerenes 
The third Chapter discusses our most recent investigations of the fullerene single-molecule 
magnets. Crystal field splittings in nitride clusterfullerenes presented in the previous 
section have shown that in clusterfullerenes with negative central ions (N-3, S-2, etc.) Dy ions 
are especially promising (large anisotropy, Kramers degeneracy). Therefore, a series of 
Dy endohedral fullerenes has been synthesized in our group in order to study and compare 
their magnetic properties and understand the factors favorable for stronger fullerene-
based single-molecule magnets. Sections 3.1 and 3.2 are dedicated to a rewiev of nitride 
clusterfullerenes DySc2N@C80 and Dy2ScN@C80 respectively. Sulfide and carbide 
clusterfullerenes are introduced in section 3.3. And a new family of dimetallofullerenes is 
described in section 3.4. 
3.1 DySc2N@C80 
DySc2N@C80 with icosahedral carbon cage was the first endohedral metallofullerene 
proven to be a single-molecule magnet [56]. Both SQUID magnetometry and X-ray 
magnetic circular dichroism indicated that at low temperature the molecule exhibits 
hysteresis of magnetization with an abrupt drop of magnetization in zero magnetic field 
ascribed to quantum tunneling of magnetization (QTM). Computational studies predicted 
a large ligand field splitting in the range of 1500 cm−1 and negligible mixing of the Jz= ±15/2 
states in the ground doublet [63, 80]. 
Since the discovery of single-molecule magnet behavior in a Mn12 complex in 1993 [2] QTM 
has been recognized as one of the most characteristic and fascinating features of single-
molecule magnets [81]. Magnetic moments of transition metals in such cluster magnets 
are coupled into giant-spin states of moderate total magnetic anisotropy, giving multiple 
QTM transitions at different magnetic fields due to the avoided level crossing. Extended 
studies of these processes laid a background for further understanding of single-molecule 
magnets [82-85]. With the advent of lanthanide single-molecule magnets [6, 86-89], 
a diminished role of QTM might be expected. Lanthanide ions usually feature much 
stronger magnetic anisotropy, hence preventing avoided level crossing in normally 
accessible range of magnetic fields. According to Kramers theorem, the spin states of a Dy3+ 
ion are two-fold degenerate and are time reversed of each other. Time-inversion symmetry 
“protects” the components of the doublet and forbids QTM in zero-field. Yet, zero-field 
QTM is very ubiquitous in lanthanide single-ion magnets and can be well seen in 
magnetization curves as a drop of magnetization in zero magnetic field, leading to 
characteristic “butterfly” shape of hysteresis [90-92]. It is believed that the tunneling gap 
in Dy can be induced by the local fields (dipolar, hyperfine) acting on the transverse 
components of the g-tensor. Application of a finite magnetic field is usually sufficient to 
quench the QTM, yet it may be rather surprising that QTM is so efficient in Dy-SIMs.  
Electron-nuclear spin-spin interactions might appear as a natural explanation for QTM in 
Kramers-ion lanthanide single-ion magnets. For instance, Dy has four similarly abundant 
main isotopes with nuclear spins of +5/2 (161Dy, 18.9%), 0 (162Dy, 25.5%), −5/2 (163Dy, 
24.9%), and 0 (164Dy, 28.3%). Indeed, distinct influence of isotopic composition on the QTM 
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was reported for several Dy single-molecule magnets [93-95], yet the influence 
of intermolecular interactions in QTM-driven relaxation of magnetization is much 
more pronounced. 
The tunneling of magnetization is possible when Zeeman splitting of the two related spin 
states is smaller than the tunneling gap. However, dipolar interactions between spins 
create a distribution of the local magnetic fields acting on individual molecules. As a result, 
the level alignment required for tunneling is met only for a tiny fraction of molecules, thus 
formally precluding the tunneling. Yet, the experimental facts are very clear – QTM is a very 
efficient process in many single-molecule magnets. Prokof’ev and Stamp developed a 
theory showing that when spins flip, dipolar fields are readjusting bringing more spins into 
the resonance [96]. This theory motivated a handful of studies of the dipolar field 
distribution and its influence on the QTM relaxation rate for transition metal single-
molecule magnets [82]. “Hole-digging” technique developed by Wernsdorfer et al. gave 
especially illustrative results [97, 98]. Simulations by Garanin et al. showed that adjusting 
dipolar fields may create a tunneling front, which can propagate through a sample [99, 
100]. This process was dubbed as dipolar avalanche or cold deflagration in analogy to 
thermal avalanches well described for transition metal single-molecule magnets [101, 102]. 
Long et al. suggested that fast zero-field QTM in Er(COT)2 proceeds via dipolar 
avalanches [103], and if so, it is natural to propose similar effects in other lanthanide 
single-ion magnets. Nevertheless, the detailed studies of the influence of local dipolar field 
distribution for lanthanide single-molecule magnets are still lacking despite the strong 
interest in them during the last decade and despite the general understanding of the 
important role that cooperative effects play in their magnetic properties [93, 103-109]. 
The importance of intermolecular interactions in the QTM raises the question of to which 
extent the properties of single-ion magnets measured in bulk samples are indeed 
single-molecule properties. The influence of this factor can be partially diminished by 
diluting the sample in a diamagnetic matrix (e.g., the use of Y analogs to lanthanide 
compounds is a natural choice and is rather popular [93, 94, 103, 105, 106, 110-112]). In 
the first study of single-molecule magnetism in DySc2N@C80, Westerström et al. showed 
that dilution of the sample with C60 considerably increased relaxation times [56]. Wang et 
al. recently found that absorption of DySc2N@C80 inside the metal-organic framework 
MOF-177 reduced the QTM, and the authors hypothesized that spin-phonon interactions 
in the MOF lattice might be the reason [113]. Yet, detailed analysis of the relaxation of 
magnetization in this archetypical fullerene single-molecule magnet was missing. 
In this section an extended study of magnetic relaxation in DySc2N@C80 at different 
temperatures, in different magnetic fields, and in different molecular arrangements is 
presented. The aim is to study relaxation of magnetization in powder and single-crystalline 
samples of DySc2N@C80 with a particular focus on the influence of intermolecular 
interactions and the effect of dilution on these properties. The section is organized as 
follows: first, magnetization behavior and relaxation are studied for powder samples as 
they are, and for the fullerene diluted in three different non-magnetic matrices. Field 
dependence and zero-field relaxation are then studied for single-crystals of DySc2N@C80 
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co-crystallized with Ni(II) octaethylporphyrin (NiII(OEP) hereafter). Finally, AC 
magnetometry is used to get access to relaxation of magnetization in a broader 
temperature range. DySc2N@C80 studied in this section was synthesized by Dr. F. Liu and 
Ariane Brandenburg. Single crystals were grown, and their structure elucidated by Dr. F. 
Liu. Ab initio calculations of crystal field parameters used for simulations of magnetization 
curves in the PHI code and calculations of dipolar fields were performed by Dr. S. 
Avdoshenko. 
Figure 3.1.1 shows magnetization curves of the microcrystalline powder sample of 
DySc2N@C80 obtained by drop-casting from CS2 solution. With the sweep rate of 2.9 mT/s, 
the sample shows hysteresis up to 7 K. The drop of magnetization on crossing zero 
magnetic field is the result of the fast QTM process. This process prevents the study of the 
intrinsic relaxation time of DySc2N@C80 in zero field, and to reduce its influence we 
attempted to increase the distance between magnetic molecules by dilution. Three 
matrices were applied in this work to achieve this goal: dilution with diamagnetic 
Lu3N@C80, encapsulation into voids of the molecular organic framework (MOF) DUT-51(Zr), 
and dispersion in polymer polystyrene. Mixing with diamagnetic fullerene is the most 
straightforward and well controlled dilution approach, albeit requiring large amounts of 
diamagnetic fullerenes to achieve a strong dilution effect. Westerström et al. showed that 
mixing of DySc2N@C80 with C60 substantially increased relaxation times [56], but a more 
detailed analysis was not possible at that time. The use of a fullerene with a different 
carbon cage for dilution increases a probability of a separate crystallization of two 
fullerenes, and in this work, we decided to use Lu3N@C80 with the same fullerene cage as 
in DySc2N@C80.  
 
Figure 3.1.1. Magnetization curves of powder DySc2N@C80 measured at different 
temperatures between 1.8 and 7 K. 
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Figure 3.1.2a shows hysteresis curves measured at 1.8 K for a series of mixed-fullerene 
samples with subsequent decrease of the ratio between DySc2N@C80 and Lu3N@C80 from 
1:1 to 1:100 (the samples were obtained by mixing solutions of two fullerenes and then 
drop-casting). The progressive influence of dilution on the QTM step can be immediately 
recognized: whereas the non-diluted sample shows zero-field drop of magnetization to 
almost zero, dilution opens the gap in hysteresis, and the size of the gap is increasing with 
the degree of dilution. However, even for the 1:100 dilution, ca 60 % of DySc2N@C80 
molecules lose their magnetization via QTM (for comparison, fast zero-field QTM in 
[Er(COT)2]− diluted in 1:85 ratio with Y analog was observed for ca 30 % of molecules [103]). 
Further increase of dilution by Lu3N@C80 would require much larger amounts of the 
fullerene and appears not very practical. 
MOFs can serve as inert diamagnetic matrix and therefore also affect QTM [113-116]. In 
this work we used DUT-51(Zr), a diamagnetic MOF with the voids of 15.6 and 18.8 Å size 
[117], which are sufficiently large to host fullerene molecules. The powder of the 
DUT-51(Zr) was immersed into toluene solution of DySc2N@C80, and the decrease of the 
fullerene concentration over time was followed with help of Vis-NIR spectroscopy. After a 
fast drop of the fullerene concentration in solution caused by adsorption into the voids of 
DUT-51(Zr) during the first 24 hours, the steady concentration was achieved after ca 
100 hours. The fullerene solution over the DUT-51(Zr) was refreshed four times reaching 
in the end the fullerene/MOF mass ratio of ca 1:100 (0.18 mg of DySc2N@C80 was 
adsorbed by 19.6 mg of DUT-51(Zr)). Magnetization curve of the DySc2N@C80@DUT-51 
sample shown in Figure 3.1.2b has similar features to the sample diluted with diamagnetic 
fullerene. We conclude therefore that the influence of MOF encapsulation on QTM in 
DySc2N@C80 such as observed by Wang et al.[113] is most probably a dilution effect. 
 
Figure 3.1.2. (a) Magnetization curves of DySc2N@C80 diluted with Lu3N@C80 in different 
ratio, T = 1.8 K. (b) Magnetization curves of DySc2N@C80 diluted in different diamagnetic 
matrices (Lu3N@C80, MOF DUT-51(Zr), and polystyrene (PS)), T = 1.8 K; the inset shows 
determination of the blocking temperature TB from the temperature dependence of the 
magnetic susceptibility χ (measured during increase of the temperature for the samples 
cooled in zero field (ZFC); temperature sweep rate is 5 K/min). All magnetization curves are 
measured with the sweep rate of 2.9 mT/s. 
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The most pronounced effect of dilution on QTM in DySc2N@C80 is observed for the 
fullerene dispersed in a film of polystyrene. Solutions of DySc2N@C80 and polystyrene in 
toluene or CS2 were mixed, and then drop-casted onto a glass slide giving a solid film after 
evaporation of the solvent. The most pronounced suppression of the QTM (Figure 3.1.2b) 
was achieved by using ca 1:10000 fullerene/polymer mass ratio and CS2 as a solvent. The 
use of toluene as a solvent resulted in a partial phase separation and formation of fullerene 
microcrystals visible in the optical microscope (Figure 3.1.3; see also [118] for the detailed 
study of fullerene crystallization during the preparation of fullerene/polymer films). Such 
samples also showed partial suppression of QTM but to a smaller extent than found for the 
sample prepared from CS2. The QTM-induced drop of magnetization at zero field decreased 
to ca 40%. 
To summarize, all three dilution methods (diamagnetic fullerene, MOF, and dispersion in 
polymer) resulted in a substantial decrease of the QTM-induced zero-field drop of 
magnetization in hysteresis curves of DySc2N@C80. The most pronounced influence was 
achieved with the use of a polymer, which appears to be a simple and efficient way of 
studying magnetically diluted samples. Despite the strong influence of dilution on the QTM 
step, the TB values remain virtually non-affected and remain near 7 K for all samples 
(Figure 3.1.2b inset). Note that these values correspond to a specific magnetic field (0.2 T), 
in which χ-T curves were measured. Since the magnetic field has a strong influence on 
relaxation time as discussed in the next section, different TB values may be obtained in a 
different field. 
 
Figure 3.1.3. Magnetization curves and microscope images of DySc2N@C80 diluted with 
polystyrene in different solvents: toluene (black), CS2 (red); T = 1.8 K. 
 
200 µm 
 
200 µm 
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The relaxation time of magnetization (τm) has complex dependence on the magnetic field 
due to the possible combination of at least two field-dependent relaxation mechanisms, 
QTM and direct: 
𝜏𝜏1
−1 = 𝐴𝐴𝑘𝑘𝐻𝐻2𝑘𝑘𝑇𝑇 + 𝐵𝐵11+𝐵𝐵2𝐻𝐻2 + 𝐷𝐷(𝑇𝑇)                          (3.1.1) 
Here H is the field, the first term describes relaxation of the Kramers ion via direct 
mechanism in the absence (~H4) and in the presence (~H2) of hyperfine interactions (A1 and 
A2 are fitting parameters),  the second term describes field-dependence of the QTM 
(B1 and B2 are fitting parameters, B1 is the zero-field QTM relaxation rate) [119, 120], and 
the function D(T) includes the rates of field-independent relaxation processes (such as 
Orbach or Raman mechanisms [11]).  
Due to the large single-ion anisotropy, the magnetic moment of the DySc2N@C80 molecule 
is aligned along its Dy–N bond. In powder samples with all possible orientations of the 
molecules, each molecule experiences an effective bias field, equal to the projection of the 
external magnetic field onto the direction of the anisotropy axis (i.e. external field is scaled 
with a cosine of the angle between the Dy–N axis and the external field direction). The field 
dependence of the relaxation rate in Equation (3.1.1) is then distorted by a continuous 
distribution of angles in a powder sample. Therefore, the magnetic measurements were 
also performed with the single-crystal DySc2N@C80∙NiII(OEP). 
Figure 3.1.4 shows DySc2N cluster in a single-crystal along with metal-coordinated carbon 
atoms of the fullerene cage with selected geometry parameters, molecule packing in the 
crystal and the closest inter-fullerene distances. Fullerenes are arranged in the slightly 
distorted hexagonal close packed layers, which form A-B stacked bilayers. The space 
between bilayers is filled with NiII(OEP) molecules, whereas solvent molecules occupy voids 
in A-B stacks. In the single-crystal, the closest distances between fullerenes (measured as 
a distance between N atoms of DySc2N cluster) within each hexagonal layer are 14.57, 
14.68, and 14.76 Å. The distance between A and B layers in the bilayer is only 7.58 Å, so 
that the closest distances between fullerene molecules from layers A and B are 11.17, 
11.35, and 11.58 Å. The distance between layers A and B from different bilayers is 12.55 Å, 
and the closest inter-bilayer distances between fullerene molecules are 14.52, 14.86, and 
16.49 Å. DySc2N cluster is tilted with respect to the hexagonal layers, but all Dy–N bonds 
are parallel (as far as the mainly occupied site is concerned, Figure 3.1.4b). Since the 
magnetic moment of DySc2N@C80 is oriented along to the Dy–N bond, parallel alignment 
of Dy–N bonds implies that the crystal has a macroscopic easy axis of magnetization (Figure 
3.1.4d). The presence of the less abundant sites results in a slight misalignment of the 
effective axis of the crystal from the main Dy–N direction. For magnetic dilution studies 
discussed below, co-crystallization with NiII(OEP) was also performed for a mixture of 
DySc2N@C80 (9%) and non-magnetic Lu3N@C80 (91%). Refinement of Sc and Dy positions 
cannot be performed in the presence of 90% of Lu, however positions of Lu atoms as well 
as the fullerene cage and NiII(OEP) molecule can be determined. Site occupancies of Lu of 
ca 0.9 correspond to the composition of the fullerene mixture. 
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Figure 3.1.4. (a) Coordination of the DySc2N@C80 molecule to NiII(OEP) in a single-crystal, 
only main site of endohedral cluster is shown, the displacement parameters are shown at 
the 50% probability level; (b) major and minor metal sites in DySc2N cluster; (c) The main 
DySc2N sites, coordinated cage carbons (metal-carbon distances less than 2.98 and 2.84 Å 
for Dy and Sc, respectively), and metal-nitrogen bond lengths (in Å). (d) Packing of the 
fullerene, NiII(OEP) and solvent molecules in the single-crystal [DySc2N@C80-NiII(OEP)-
0.72(C6H6)-1.28(C7H8)]. Fullerenes are shown in grey, porphyrin molecules in magenta, and 
solvent molecules in cyan. Red arrows indicate positions of Dy atom and directions of the 
Dy–N bonds. Blue lines denote the unit cell. (e) The closest fullerene neighbors (inter-
fullerene distance 20 Å or less) in the single-crystal (only major sites of DySc2N clusters are 
shown: Dy is green, Sc is magenta, N is blue, and numbers are N∙∙∙N distances to the 
“central” molecule in Å). 
The fullerene cage of the Lu3N@C80 molecule is also ordered by NiII(OEP), the Lu3N cluster 
has three closely located sites with similar occupancies of 0.316, 0.283, and 0.268 (the 
distance between fractionally occupied sites are 0.5–0.7 Å, and in principle it is possible to 
refine three sites as one but with strongly elongated ellipsoid for each Lu atom). 
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The orientation of the Lu3N cluster with respect to the NiII(OEP) molecule is the same as in 
many other M3N@C80∙NiII(OEP) crystals [121]. The presence of DySc2N@C80 molecules in 
the diluted crystal is evident from magnetic measurements discussed below and the 
packing mode of fullerene molecules is very similar to that in the single-crystal. Taking into 
account the strong orienting effect imposed on the DySc2N cluster by the NiII(OEP) 
molecule in the single-crystal, similar alignment of the cluster and hence the presence of 
the macroscopic anisotropy axis can be expected in the diluted crystal as well. 
Moreover, when compared to the powder sample with the same dilution ratio the 
diluted crystal exhibits a similar opening of the hysteresis around zero field and faster 
saturation (Figure 3.1.8), which also indicates the ordering of spins.  
 
Figure 3.1.5. Magnetization curves of DySc2N@C80 powder (black) and single-crystal 
DySc2N@C80∙NiII(OEP) (light green), the crystal was aligned with magnetic field during 
cooling process (olive). For comparison the magnetization curve for non-aligned crystal was 
compressed via scaling the magnetic field with a factor of 0.73 which corresponds to a turn 
over 43o during alignment and shows a perfect matching between the aligned crystal and 
non-aligned scaled one. Originally both the single-crystal and the diluted crystal were 
aligned along their long side (inset). 
Slow cooling of the crystal immersed into a droplet of the vacuum grease in the field of 
7 Tesla resulted in the orientation of the magnetic anisotropy axis of the crystal along the 
field direction, the changes of magnetization curves are shown on Figure 3.1.5. Simulations 
of the magnetization curves measured for powder and single-crystal samples at 7 K (near 
the blocking temperature) using PHI code [122] and ab initio ligand-field parameters for Dy 
in DySc2N@C80 computed at the CASSCF/RASSI level showed a good agreement between 
experiment and theory (Figure 3.1.6). 
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Figure 3.1.6. Experimental (dots) and calculated (lines) magnetization curves of the powder 
and aligned single-crystal (SC) of DySc2N@C80 at T = 7 K. Calculations for single crystal took 
into account the presence of two crystallographic DySc2N sites in the single-crystal 
(solid line); dashed line is the calculated magnetization curve for the main site alone. 
The inset shows hysteresis of magnetization at 1.8 K for the powder and for the single 
crystal. Simulated curves are provided by Dr. A. A. Popov. 
 
Figure 3.1.7. Magnetization curves of non-diluted (black) and diluted (orange dashed) 
single-crystal DySc2N@C80∙NiII(OEP). The red curve corresponds to diluted crystal 
compressed via scaling the magnetic field with a factor of 0.73 (similar to non-diluted single-
crystal, Figure 3.1.5) which indicates a 43o misalignment of the diluted crystal with the 
orientation of the magnetic field. 
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In-field cooling of the diluted DySc2N@C80/Lu3N@C80∙NiII(OEP) crystal (1:10 dilution) did 
not cause its reorientation, presumably because the torque is not sufficiently strong for the 
diluted sample. However, comparison of the magnetization curves with those of the 
oriented single crystal DySc2N@C80∙NiII(OEP) and to the simulated curves showed that the 
diluted crystal also has preferred orientation of the DySc2N cluster. This analysis also 
showed that the anisotropy axis of the diluted crystal in these measurements was 
misaligned from the external field direction by α = 43°. Scaling the field axis by cos(α) gives 
almost a perfect coincidence of the normalized magnetization curves for the diluted and 
non-diluted samples (except for the zero-field range, Figure 3.1.7). Therefore, the external 
magnetic field values are scaled by cos(43°) = 0.73. Similar to the powder measurements, 
dilution of DySc2N@C80 with Lu3N@C80 resulted in a considerable decrease of the 
QTM-induced drop of magnetization in zero magnetic field (Figure 3.1.8). 
 
Figure 3.1.8. Magnetization curves of DySc2N@C80 powder (red) and single-crystal (purple) 
diluted 1:10 with Lu3N@C80, T = 1.8 K. 
QTM in single-molecule magnets is often analyzed using the Landau-Zener theory. 
According to this model, the probability of the system to tunnel when crossing the 
resonance (zero field in our case) is determined by the formula [123, 124]: 
  
𝑃𝑃𝑄𝑄𝑘𝑘𝑄𝑄 = 1 − exp�−  𝜋𝜋∆T2
4ħ𝑠𝑠𝐽𝐽𝐽𝐽𝑧𝑧
𝜇𝜇0𝑑𝑑𝐻𝐻||
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
�                              (3.1.2) 
Where ΔT is the tunneling gap, gJJz is 10 μB for Dy3+ in the ground state, and μ0dHII/dt is the 
magnetic sweep rate. 
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To measure PQTM with VSM-SQUID magnetometer, we first magnetized the sample to 
saturation, then reduced the field down to +0.3 T, and then ramped it back and forth in the 
[−0.3 T, +0.3 T] range (similar experiments were performed in the studies of fast QTM in 
transition metal clusters [82-84]). In these scans, magnetization at each point was 
measured for 5-10 s followed by the step of 30 mT to the next point, except for the range 
between +0.15 and –0.15 T, which was jumped in a single step. The rate of the jump was 
varied from 70 mT/s (the highest sweep rate of the magnetometer) to 1 mT/s. Figure 3.1.11 
shows variation of the magnetization of the non-diluted and diluted DySc2N@C80 crystals 
during these ramps measured with the 70 mT/s zero-field crossing.  
 
Figure 3.1.9. (a) Magnetization curves of diluted (red) and non-diluted (black) single-crystal 
DySc2N@C80∙NiII(OEP) at 1.8 K as comparison to the simulated thermodynamic 
magnetization curve (blue). For the sake of better comparison, the magnetic field of the 
non-diluted crystal was scaled by cos(43°) to take into account misalignment of the 
anisotropy axis with respect to the direction of the external field. The right panels show 
changes of the normalized magnetization upon multiple scanning in the range of [−0.3 T, 
+0.3 T]. (b) Sweep rate dependence of the relative magnetization drop upon crossing zero 
magnetic field in non-diluted (black dots) and diluted (red dots) crystals. Dashed lines are 
calculated PQTM dependence calculated using Equation (3.1.2) and the data point obtained 
with the fastest sweep rate.  
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For the non-diluted crystal, a stepwise drop at each sweep is observed, quickly leading to 
a complete loss of magnetization after three cycles. Rapid loss of magnetization on crossing 
zero field is also observed in the diluted crystal. However, upon reaching ca 40 % of the 
saturation value after few cycles, magnetization stabilizes and shows much slower decay 
at further scans. 
The probability PQTM is then defined as the ratio |ΔM/ΔMmax|, where ΔM is the drop of 
magnetization between the points of +0.15 and –0.15 T, and ΔMmax is the drop of 
magnetization measured with the slowest sweep rate. For the non-diluted crystal ΔMmax is 
slightly larger than the magnetization at saturation Msat. For the diluted crystal the sweep 
rate dependence does not reach the limit, hence we simply used ΔMmax ≈ Msat. Figure 
3.1.9b shows the sweep rate dependence of the PQTM. For the non-diluted sample, the 
values are above 0.6 even for the fastest sweeps. For the diluted crystal the values are 
much smaller, but their variation with the sweep rate confirms that the sample behaves 
inhomogeneously, i.e. that the QTM is slowing down dramatically after some part of the 
sample tunnels.  
Our measurements showed that neither for non-diluted nor for diluted DySc2N@C80 
crystals the sweep rate dependence of the PQTM follows the Landau-Zener formula (see 
Figure 3.1.9b for the fits). One of the prerequisites of the Landau-Zener theory to be 
applicable is that the tunneling gap is not changing during the measurement. Presumably, 
the change of the magnetization state in a large part of the sample strongly affects local 
distribution of dipolar fields (see below) and hence substantially changes the tunneling gap. 
Therefore, only a conservative estimation of the ΔT value is done using the smallest PQTM 
values. For the non-diluted sample, it can be seen that Equation (3.1.2) using the ΔT value 
estimated for the fastest sweep-rate point shows strong deviations from the points 
measured with slower sweep rates. For the diluted crystal, we took into account the non-
uniform behavior and multiplied Equation (3.1.2) with a scaling factor. With the factor of 
0.58 (i.e. if we consider that only 58% of the sample is described by this equation), the first 
three PQTM points appear to follow Equation (3.1.2), but at slower sweep rates the deviation 
is increasing. The approximate values of ΔT estimated from these fits are very large, 0.01-
0.02 cm–1, which is several orders of magnitude larger than usually observed in transition 
metal single-molecule magnets. For comparison, this gap corresponds to the Zeeman 
splitting in the ground state Kramers doublet of Dy3+ induced by a magnetic field of 1 mT. 
To measure relaxation times of magnetization (τm) with DC magnetometry, the samples are 
first magnetized in the field of 3 Tesla (which is beyond the point where hysteresis is 
closed), the field is then ramped as fast as possible to the desired value, and then the decay 
of magnetization is recorded over time. Reliable determination of extremely long relaxation 
times (over 105 s) found in finite fields of 0.05 <H < 0.4 T requires at over 10 hours of decay 
measurement (See Appendix A). The curves are then fitted with a stretched exponential 
function. The procedure provides trustworthy estimation of relaxation times longer than 
100 s. The time lag in the beginning of the measurements due to the field stabilization 
precludes accurate measurement of faster relaxation processes.  
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According to Equation 3.1.1, one can expect two regimes in the magnetic field dependence 
of τm. QTM is prevalent in small finite fields. With the increase of the field, τm grows while 
QTM should be gradually diminished by the growing energy difference between the states 
of the opposite spin. Once QTM is completely switched off, the direct mechanism may 
become the dominant one, at least at low temperatures, and thus relaxation times shorten 
with further increase of the magnetic field. 
 
Figure 3.1.10. (a) Relaxation times of magnetization measured at 1.8 K for diluted (red) and 
non-diluted (black) single crystals (SCs) as a function of magnetic field. Solid lines are spline-
interpolated and are shown to guide an eye, dashed lines are fits of Eq. (3.1.1). The inset 
shows simulated distribution of 𝐻𝐻∥
𝑓𝑓𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 in the non-diluted (100%) and diluted (10%) crystals 
at different magnetization state (Ms is magnetization of the fully polarized sample); (b) 
Relaxation times of magnetization measured at 1.8 K for non-diluted powder sample (gray) 
and for diluted in MOF (blue) and polystyrene (PS, green). The inset zooms into the small 
field range. 
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Figure 3.1.10 shows the field dependence of τm obtained for non-diluted and diluted 
crystals at the temperature of 1.8 K. For the non-diluted crystal, relaxation in a field smaller 
than 13 mT is too fast to be measured reliably. The increase of the field beyond this value 
leads to a fast increase of τm over several orders of magnitude, with the maximum values 
of 1.4∙105 s in the fields of 70–100 mT. In the diluted crystal, the increase of the relaxation 
time with magnetic field is even sharper, and the maximum value of τm = 0.9∙105 s is 
reached already in the field of 50 mT. In stronger magnetic fields, τm values decrease 
gradually as expected for the relaxation via direct mechanism (Equation (3.1.1)). In this 
relaxation regime, τm values of the diluted crystal are systematically shorter by a factor 
of 2–3. Similar trends are obtained for the powder samples. The non-diluted powder of 
DySc2N@C80 shows an increase of relaxation time from 3.5 s in zero field (estimated by AC 
magnetometry, see below) up to the maximum of 5∙105 s in the field of 150-200 mT. Thus, 
the field-induced increase of the relaxation time is slower in the powder sample than in the 
single crystal. Diluted powder samples feature much sharper increase of τm values with 
field. In DySc2N@C80@MOF, the longest τm value of 0.8∙105 s is found in the field of 40 mT. 
But the most pronounced influence of dilution on the τm/H dependence is observed for 
DySc2N@C80 in the polystyrene matrix. In this sample, the long relaxation times of 0.7∙105 s 
are measured down to 2 mT; in the field of 1 mT the τm value drops to 0.4∙105 s, and only 
below that field the relaxation time decreases very fast to the value of less than 100 s in 
zero field. Importantly, the sharp drop of magnetization in zero field involves the whole 
sample, and not just a fraction of it. Such a sharp resonance can be easily missed in 
common commercial magnetometers due to remanence magnetic fields of ca 2 mT which 
tend to appear after the superconducting magnet is ramped fast from several Teslas down 
to zero in a linear mode. In fact, we could locate the resonance in polystyrene-diluted 
sample only when careful measurements with small sub-mT steps were performed near 
zero field.  
Based on these data, we can surmise the following points. At 1.8 K, the relaxation times 
measured near zero field and at higher fields are different by several orders of magnitude. 
Such a variation of the relaxation rate with the field is not unusual for single-molecule 
magnets with zero-field QTM because application of a finite field brings the spin levels out 
of the resonance. However, the threshold field, required to completely switch the QTM off 
strongly depends on the dilution state of the sample and varies from 150 mT for the non-
diluted powder to less than 1 mT for the strongly-diluted DySc2N@C80 in polystyrene. 
Likewise, the ordering also has a strong effect on the τm/H dependence, and the single-
crystalline DySc2N@C80 requires twice smaller field to quench QTM than the powder 
sample.  
The attempts to fit τm values measured for single crystals with Equation 3.1.1 gave only 
poor agreement in the low-field range (Figure 3.1.10). The strong variation of relaxation 
times with dilution indicates that the local fields created by dipole-dipole interactions 
between neighboring Dy centers play a crucial role in the relaxation of magnetization in 
small magnetic fields, and that the field dependence of the QTM relaxation rate most 
probably reflects the internal distribution of dipolar fields in the sample. Since the dipolar 
field scales with the distance as R−3, the contribution of the closest neighbors should be 
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especially important. The inter-fullerene distances in the DySc2N@C80∙NiII(OEP) crystal can 
be as short as 11.2–11.6 Å (Figure 3.1.4e). Furthermore, the two shortest Dy∙∙∙Dy distances 
in the single-crystal are only 9.12 and 9.24 Å. If we model a crystal by the fragment shown 
in Figure 3.1.4e, define z axis as aligned along the Dy–N bond, and count contributions from 
all molecules in the fragment, then the longitudinal and transverse components of the 
cumulative dipolar field acting on the central Dy ion in the perfectly ordered and fully 
magnetized crystal are 𝐻𝐻∥
𝑓𝑓𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 =105 mT and 𝐻𝐻⊥𝑓𝑓𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 = −62 mT. When the spins start to flip 
(i.e. magnetization is decreasing), the dipolar fields in the sample become less uniform. 
Figure 3.1.10a shows numerical simulations for the distribution of 𝐻𝐻∥
𝑓𝑓𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 for the 
magnetization equal to 80% of the saturated value and for the fully demagnetized crystal. 
In the latter, the distribution is symmetric and is largely confined in the [−90 mT, +90 mT] 
range, whereas in the partially magnetized sample the distribution is strongly asymmetric 
and is ca twice narrower. In the diluted sample, many neighboring spins are “missing”, 
which strongly changes the distribution of dipolar fields. Simulations of 𝐻𝐻∥
𝑓𝑓𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 for the 1:10 
dilution are also shown in Figure 3.1.10a. In the fully magnetized diluted crystal, the 
fraction of spins experiencing the dipolar field stronger than 50 mT is negligible, and the 
maximum of distribution is close to zero field. In the fully demagnetized diluted sample the 
distribution becomes symmetric with respect to 𝐻𝐻∥
𝑓𝑓𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 = 0, but the width, which is ca 
10 times narrower than for the non-diluted crystal, remains almost the same. Additional 
peaks observed near ±23 mT correspond to the nearest neighbors (Dy ions from the 
neighboring fullerene molecules create a longitudinal dipolar field of 𝐻𝐻∥
𝑓𝑓𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 = 23 mT and a 
transverse field of 𝐻𝐻⊥
𝑓𝑓𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 = −8 mT). 
The longitudinal dipolar field distributions in diluted and non-diluted samples provide clear 
explanation for the field dependence of the in the QTM-like regime near zero field. The 
QTM regime is completely switched off if the external bias field is exceeding the width of 
the dipolar field distribution. Hence non-diluted samples show the broadest QTM 
resonances (Figure 3.1.10), and the increase of the width in the powder sample in 
comparison to the single crystal is caused by the random distribution of the anisotropy axes 
of different DySc2N@C80 molecules (versus preferential alignment along the field direction 
in the single crystal). Once the external field is smaller than the width of 𝐻𝐻∥
𝑓𝑓𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠, it induces 
QTM in a part of the sample. Furthermore, the smaller the external field, the more 
molecules are brought into resonance (note that with decreasing of the magnetization, the 
maximum of the dipolar field distribution is moving closer to zero). In the polystyrene-
diluted DySc2N@C80, the residual dipolar fields should be very small, hence the narrow 
QTM resonance in Figure 3.1.10b. In fact, when dilution is strong, the hyperfine fields 
cannot be ignored anymore. In addition to Dy isotopes 161Dy (I = 5/2, 18.9%) and 163Dy (I = 
−5/2, 24.9%), the endohedral cluster also includes 45Sc (I = 7/2, 100%) and 14N (I = 1, 99.6%). 
59% of carbon cages also have one or more 13C atoms (I = 1/2). Dipolar field created by 
nuclear spins hence limits the “intrinsic” resonance linewidth and cannot be eliminated by 
magnetic dilution. Finally, we could not help notice that the very narrow resonance 
linewidth in diluted DySc2N@C80 corresponds to the tunneling gap ΔT estimated above 
using the Landau-Zener theory. However, this correspondence should be taken with great 
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caution in the view of the very approximate nature of the ΔT. The discussion above was 
limited to the longitudinal dipolar fields. The intermolecular spin-spin interactions also 
create transverse fields. By acting on the transverse components of the g-tensor, 𝐻𝐻⊥
𝑓𝑓𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 
increases the tunneling gap and hence increases the QTM relaxation rate [86, 125, 126]. 
Furthermore, the transverse field is necessary to open the tunneling gap in Kramers ions, 
and 𝐻𝐻⊥
𝑓𝑓𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 is believed to be an important contribution. However, our results for DySc2N@C80 
dispersed in polystyrene show that the QTM relaxation in zero field remains efficient even 
in the strongly diluted sample. Thus, the conclusion is that intrinsic single-molecular dipolar 
fields are still crucial to induce the QTM. 
The arguments put forward in this section are general and our conclusions are not limited 
to DySc2N@C80 but have broader implications. The field dependence of the QTM rates in 
single-ion magnets studied for non-diluted powder samples are likely to have 
predominantly dipolar nature and should not be confused with intrinsic magnetic field 
dependence of the QTM rate. The narrow resonance width also introduces the important 
question about the determination of relaxation time in strongly diluted samples by AC 
magnetometry. If the QTM resonance linewidth becomes very narrow (as it happens for 
DySc2N@C80 in polystyrene), even the small sub-mT oscillation amplitude usually applied 
in AC measurements may partially bring the system out of the QTM resonance and hence 
disturb the measured time. As the conclusion on diminishing the QTM by dilution is often 
based on the increase of relaxation times determined by AC magnetometry, this point 
should be carefully examined. A decrease of the QTM drop in magnetization curve of the 
diluted sample (such as seen in Figure 3.1.2a and b) may be also misleading. If the QTM 
resonance is narrowed by dilution, the time when the system founds itself in resonance 
during the field sweep across zero field is decreased dramatically (by 1–2 orders of 
magnitude), leading thus to a smaller fraction of flipped spins even if the tunneling gap is 
the same as in the non-diluted sample. Interestingly, in the magnetic fields exceeding the 
QTM threshold, diluted samples (both single crystals and powder) relax noticeably faster 
than the non-diluted ones (Figure 3.1.10). The field dependence indicates that these 
relaxation processes can be associated with the direct relaxation mechanism, which 
involves the phonons with the frequency, corresponding to the energy difference between 
the states of the opposite spin. Besides, the energy released should be further dissipated 
into a lattice. If the phonon density of states is low, which is the case at low temperature, 
the energy dissipation can be inefficient. This effect can lead to an apparent increase of 
relaxation time and is known as the phonon bottleneck [11, 12, 127]. When spins are 
diluted, the phonon bottleneck is less pronounced or not relevant at all [12]. Therefore, we 
propose that the difference of the relaxation times of diluted and non-diluted samples of 
DySc2N@C80 at high fields may be caused by the phonon bottleneck effect in the latter.  
DC magnetometry was used to measure relaxation times for diluted powder samples as 
well as for in-field relaxation of the non-diluted DySc2N@C80 at temperatures below 5 K 
(where relaxation times are longer than 100 s). At higher temperatures, and for zero-field 
relaxation of the non-diluted DySc2N@C80, determination of relaxation times requires the 
use of AC magnetometry (Figures 3.1.11, 3.1.12). 
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Figure 3.1.11. (a) Imaginary component of the magnetic susceptibility χ” of DySc2N@C80 in 
zero field (blue dots and curves) and in the field of 0.2 T (red dots and curves) at 
temperatures 8, 10, 15, and 20 K. (b) Imaginary component of magnetic susceptibility χ” of 
DySc2N@C80 measured at 10 K in different constant field ranging from 0 T to 0.5 T; the inset 
shows field dependence of relaxation times at 10 K. In both (a) and (b), dots are 
experimental χ” data, lines are fits with generalized Debye model. 
Figure 3.1.11a shows out-of-phase susceptibility χ” of the non-diluted DySc2N@C80 powder 
between 8 K and 20 K in zero DC field and in the DC field of 0.2 T. At 8 K, zero-field and in-
field curves have distinctly different positions of their maxima, corresponding to the 
relaxation times of 0.55±0.01 and 2.72±0.07 s, respectively. With further increase of the 
temperature, the difference between zero-field and in-field peaks is diminishing, and they 
become nearly indistinguishable near 20 K. More detailed field dependence of the dynamic 
magnetic susceptibility was then studied at 10 K (Figure 3.1.11b). The χ” curve measured 
in the field of 0.01 T has a similar maximum position (τm = 0.35±0.01 s) to the zero-field 
curve (τm = 0.32±0.01 s) but is somewhat broadened towards lower frequencies. 
The increase of the field to 0.05 T shifts the maximum of χ” to the lower frequencies, and 
the longest relaxation times of 0.91±0.01 s and 0.94±0.06 s are observed in the field of 
0.1 and 0.2 T, respectively. At higher fields, a gradual decrease of the relaxation time is 
observed down to τm = 0.74±0.03 s in the field of 0.5 T. The variation of relaxation time 
with the field follows the same trend as observed by DC magnetometry at the temperature 
of 1.8 K (Figure 3.1.10).  
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Figure 3.1.12. Imaginary component of the magnetic susceptibility χ” of DySc2N@C80 
measured in zero field at selected temperatures. The inset shows Cole-Cole plots. Dots are 
experimental data, lines are fits with generalized Debye model. 
A complete set of relaxation times measured for powder DySc2N@C80 in the temperature 
range of 2–87 K is presented in Figure 3.3.13. Temperature dependence of the 
magnetization relaxation rate of SMMs is usually described by a combination of Raman, 
Orbach, QTM, and direct processes: 
𝜏𝜏1
−1 = 𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑒𝑠𝑠�−𝑈𝑈𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑇𝑇 �
𝐶𝐶0
+ 𝐶𝐶𝑇𝑇𝑠𝑠 + 𝐴𝐴𝑘𝑘𝐻𝐻2𝑘𝑘𝑇𝑇 + 𝐵𝐵11+𝐵𝐵2𝐻𝐻2                (3.1.3) 
The first term in Equation (3.1.3) corresponds to the Orbach relaxation via an excited state 
with the effective barrier Ueff, the second term describes the two-phonon Raman process 
(C and n are fitting parameters; n is expected to be 9 for Kramers ions [11]), and the 
remaining terms for QTM and direct relaxation were explained above (Equation (3.1.1)). 
Equation 3.1.3 has too many parameters to fit experimental data all at once, and we will 
analyze the temperature ranges separately trying to identify the dominant relaxation 
mechanism. 
In zero magnetic field, single-ion magnets usually show two temperature regimes of 
relaxation. The QTM dominates at low temperature and can be recognized by the 
temperature-independent τm. Raman and/or Orbach relaxation processes take over at 
higher temperatures, leading to a fast decrease of the relaxation time. With an increase of 
the temperature, the Orbach mechanism should become dominant and appear as a 
straight line in Arrhenius coordinates, but in fact, the linear regime is not always reachable 
within the frequency range accessible for AC magnetometry. Finally, if the finite magnetic 
field is applied, the Raman/Orbach processes are not affected, whereas the QTM is 
switched off, leading to a much longer (sometimes several order of magnitude) relaxation 
times at low temperatures.  
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The temperature dependence of the relaxation times of DySc2N@C80 follows the general 
pattern outlined above for single-ion magnets, but with a noticeable deviation at low 
temperatures. 
Below 5 K, in-field and zero-field relaxation times are indeed different by some orders of 
magnitude, which would be expected for the QTM quenched by the field. But quite 
surprisingly, zero-field relaxation rate shows clear temperature dependence. Upon 
temperature increase from 2 to 5 K, the relaxation time drops from 3.16 ± 0.06 to 
1.08 ± 0.02 s, respectively. Fitting the relaxation rate in the 2–5 K range by a combination 
of QTM and a power function, 𝜏𝜏𝑍𝑍−1 = 𝜏𝜏QTM−1 + 𝑏𝑏𝑇𝑇𝑠𝑠,  gives a perfect match for the power 
function alone, with b = 0.142 ± 0.006 s−1K−n and n = 1.18 ± 0.04. An attempt to describe 
this temperature dependence by an Orbach process does not give a good agreement. The 
power temperature function with the exponent near 1 may point to a direct relaxation 
mechanism. But the rate of the relaxation under the direct mechanism should be 
accelerated in the finite magnetic field (see Equation 3.1.1), which is opposite to what is 
observed for DySc2N@C80. Sometimes, the direct relaxation process in the finite field is 
slowed down by a phonon bottleneck, which can even result in an appearance of a 
magnetic hysteresis [128-130]. 
It is indeed likely that the direct process in non-diluted DySc2N@C80 is affected by the 
phonon bottlenecked, as already pointed out above in the discussion of the field 
dependence at 1.8 K. However, the relaxation in diluted samples is faster only by several 
times, but not by five orders of magnitude. Therefore, it can be concluded that the 
temperature dependence of zero-field relaxation cannot be explained by a direct process. 
As neither Orbach nor Raman processes are field-dependent, we have to conclude that the 
drop of the relaxation time by almost five orders of magnitude still points to the QTM-
induced relaxation in zero field. The dominance of the QTM relaxation mechanism in zero 
field at low temperature is also confirmed by the field dependence of relaxation times 
discussed in the previous sections. The origin of the temperature dependence of zero-field 
relaxation in the 2–5 K rage thus remains unclear. We may hypothesize that although QTM 
itself is temperature-independent, flipping of the spins and accompanied readjustment of 
local dipolar fields still requires energy dissipation via the lattice. And if the latter is the 
limiting step, then the temperature dependence appears as an indication of the phonon 
bottleneck.  
The in-field relaxation rate at low temperature is also quite remarkable. The power function 
of temperature does not describe this range well, which excludes both direct and Raman 
processes. Besides, parameters Ak (k = 1, 2) for the direct process in Equation 3.1.3 can be 
determined from the field dependence of the relaxation rate shown in Figure 3.1.10. 
The temperature dependence of the relaxation times according to the direct mechanism 
computed with these parameters is then plotted in Figure 3.1.13. As can be clearly 
seen, the direct process cannot describe the experimental data at T > 2 K as it is 
substantially slower. A good fit to the experimental data is obtained by an Orbach process 
with the Ueff of 23.6 ± 1 K and τ0 of 0.6±0.2 s. The effective barrier is similar to the earlier 
report of Westerström et al [56]. Both the size of the barrier and the prefactor are rather 
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unusual. Dy ion in DySc2N@C80 has a strong magnetic anisotropy and large crystal field 
splitting exceeding 1350 cm−1. The first excited crystal-field state is predicted to be near 
395 cm−1. Thus, if the in-field relaxation of DySc2N@C80 at 2–5 K indeed follows the Orbach 
mechanism, it cannot involve excited spin states. Similar Orbach processes with low-energy 
barriers and long attempts times were observed in some other fullerenes 
(Dy2S@C82, section 3.3, [131], Dy2@C80-CH2Ph, section 3.4, [132]) and may correspond to 
the relaxation via low-frequency vibrations of the molecules. The fact that the Raman 
relaxation process with the local phonon mode may be observed as an Orbach process with 
the barrier corresponding to the phonon frequency has been realized back in 1960s [133-
135]. A recent computational study of the role of phonons in spin relaxation in 
single-molecule magnets showed that an anharmonic phonon with finite linewidth may 
lead to Orbach-like behavior with the effective barrier corresponding to one half of the 
phonon frequency [13]. 
 
Figure 3.1.13. Relaxation times of magnetization of DySc2N@C80 at temperatures 2–87 K. 
Zero-field values are shown as full dots, in-field (0.2 T) values are open dots. 
Relaxation times for the non-diluted DySc2N@C80 are shown in black, the values for 
diluted samples are blue (dilution with MOF) and green (diluted with polystyrene, PS). The 
times longer and shorter than 10 s are determined by DC and AC magnetometry, 
respectively. Dashed green line is the calculated rate of the relaxation following the direct 
mechanism in the field of 0.2 T with parameters estimated from the field dependence 
(Figure 3.1.10); blue line is the fit of the points in the 2-5 K range with the Orbach relaxation 
mechanism. Black line is the fit of the QTM-like zero-field relaxation with the power function 
of temperature. 
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Above 20 K, in-field and zero-field relaxation times are not distinguishable, which indicates 
that the relaxation mechanisms at these temperatures are field-independent, and that the 
QTM and direct mechanism can be excluded. Within the limitations of the magnetometer 
and the sample amount, we could not reach the linear regime in Arrhenius coordinates 
(above 87 K the AC signals are too weak to be measured reliably). Attempts to fit the whole 
set of relaxation times above 20 K using a combination of the Raman and Orbach 
mechanisms, or the Raman mechanism alone did not produce physically meaningful 
results. Linear fit of the few highest-temperature points gives the “barrier” of 550 K, but 
this value should be understood only as a lower bound to the real barrier, which is 
therefore higher. In Dy2ScN@C80 an Orbach process with Ueff of 1735 K is present 
(section 3.2, [15]). In good agreement with the experimental results, ab initio calculations 
showed that the most probable relaxation pathway is through the 5th excited Kramers 
doublet with computed energies of 1618/1641 K (two Dy ions in Dy2ScN@C80 are slightly 
different). For DySc2N@C80, our calculations at the same level of theory predict similarly 
high barrier of 1590 K, also corresponding to the 5th ligand field excited state. The expected 
barrier is slightly lower than in Dy2ScN@C80, because the Dy–N bond in DySc2N@C80 is 
slightly longer, and the nitride ion is the main contributor to the ligand field in nitride 
clusterfullerenes [9, 79].  
Summary 
This section presented comprehensive studies of the relaxation of magnetization in the 
archetypical fullerene-based single ion magnet, DySc2N@C80, in the form of powder and 
single crystals. Dilution of the compound in three diamagnetic matrices, such as 
diamagnetic fullerene, metal-organic framework, and a polymer, was studied and resulted 
in a noticeable change of the magnetic hysteresis curves at low temperature. The study of 
the field dependence of the relaxation rate near zero magnetic field, where the molecule 
shows fast QTM relaxation, revealed a strong narrowing of the QTM resonance, from 
150 mT in the non-diluted powder to less than 1 mT in the DySc2N@C80 diluted in a large 
excess of polystyrene. The narrowing was found to correlate with the variation of the 
intermolecular dipole-dipole interactions of Dy3+ spins. At the same time, rather efficient 
zero-field QTM observed in strongly diluted samples indicates that intermolecular 
interactions do not play a crucial role in opening of the tunneling gap in the Dy3+ spin levels 
in DySc2N@C80. This result shows that a great care is needed for determination of zero-
field relaxation times in strongly diluted samples as it is easy to either miss the resonance 
field position in DC measurement or to drive the system out of resonance in 
AC measurements. 
The study of the temperature dependence of the relaxation rates showed a surprising 
phenomenon, a weak temperature dependence of the relaxation rate proceeding under 
QTM mechanism at 2–5 K. As the QTM nature of the zero-field relaxation is beyond any 
doubts, the nature of the temperature dependence remains unclear and may be 
tentatively explained by the slow energy dissipation in the lattice, similar to the phonon-
bottleneck effect. In-field relaxation in the 2–5 K range is best described by the Orbach 
mechanism with the effective barrier of 23.6 ± 1 K. As this value is at least an order of 
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magnitude smaller than the lowest-energy ligand-field excited state predicted by ab initio 
calculations, the barrier can hypothetically correspond to the local phonon strongly 
coupled to the spin system. At temperatures above 20 K all field dependence of the 
relaxation rate vanishes. The relaxation in this regime is usually described by Raman and or 
Orbach mechanisms. The linear dependence in Arrhenius coordinates wasn’t reached in 
the range of temperatures up to 87 K. At the same time, power function of temperature 
expected for the Raman mechanism also does not provide reasonable description of the 
relaxation rates in this temperature range. These results clearly point to the limitations of 
the traditional asymptotic description developed for relaxation of magnetization in 
paramagnetic salts in 1960s and emphasizes the need for approaches relying on 
microscopic parameters of individual single-molecule magnets.  
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3.2 Dy2ScN@C80 
Dy2ScN@C80-Ih was the second fullerene single-molecule magnet after its mono-
dysprosium brother. Addition of a second Dy atom to a nitride cluster was expected to have 
a strong influence on the fullerene’s magnetic properties. Indeed, it resulted in strong 
suppression of QTM and consequently in longer zero field relaxation times. The first 
magnetic studies of Dy2ScN@C80 [136] were limited to temperatures below 20 K. They 
revealed an Orbach relaxation mechanism with the barrier of 8.5 K assigned to the 
exchange/dipolar excited state, in which Dy ions are coupled antiferromagnetically. 
However, at such low temperatures it was impossible to obtain any information regarding 
the anisotropy barrier of Dy2ScN@C80. As it was previously shown in section 1.1.2, the 
crystal field splitting in Dy-endohedral metallofullerenes is expected to exceed 1000 K and 
approach 2000 K.  
This section presents the latest investigations of Dy2ScN@C80. In order to obtain the 
experimental evidence of such high anisotropy barrier in Dy-endohedral metallofullerenes, 
the experimental investigation of Dy2ScN@C80 was repeated with considerably larger 
amounts of the sample (~1 mg, synthesized by Dr. F. Liu). This allowed to conduct a higher 
temperature AC magnetometry up to 76 K (see below). Figure 3.2.1 shows the 
magnetization curves measured at low temperatures. When the magnetic field is swept 
with a rate of 2.9 mT/s, hysteresis of the magnetization is observed up to 7 K (the coercive 
field at 2 K is 0.7 T). At 8 K the hysteresis is closed. The blocking temperature of 
magnetization, TB, is defined as the position of the peak on the χ-T curve of a zero-field-
cooled sample (χ is the magnetic susceptibility). For Dy2ScN@C80, TB depends on the 
temperature sweep rate and varies between 7 and 8 K when the rate is increased from 2 
K/min to 5 K/min (Figure 3.2.1, inset). 
 
Figure 3.2.1. Magnetization curves of Dy2ScN@C80 measured at 1.8-7 K (sweep rate of 
2.9 mT/s). At 8 K (not shown) the hysteresis is closed. The inset shows the blocking 
temperature of magnetization (TB) as the peak in the susceptibility of zero-field cooled (ZFC) 
sample as opposed to the field-cooled (FC) sample.  
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The Dy2ScN@C80 magnetization relaxation times below 5 K can be determined from the 
decay of the magnetization measured with DC magnetometry. In a previous work, a 
bi-exponential fitting was used and the longer times were interpreted as intrinsic to the 
single-molecule magnet [136]. Here we use a stretched exponential fitting to obtain 
average relaxation times. The detailed discussion on the fitting procedures for DC 
relaxation curves can be found in Appendix A. The obtained relaxation times follow an 
Arrhenius behavior corresponding to the Orbach relaxation process:  
𝜏𝜏1
−1 = 𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑒𝑠𝑠�−𝑈𝑈𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑇𝑇 �
𝐶𝐶0
                                                           (3.2.1) 
Where Ueff  is the effective barrier and 𝑡𝑡0 is the attempt time. Fitting the DC data (Figure 
3.2.8, filled green dots) with Equation (3.2.1) gives an energy barrier of 10.7±0.3 K and an 
attempt time of τ0 = 11.9±1.5 s. In Ref. [136], the use of the bi-exponential fit for the 
magnetization decay curves resulted in a barrier of 8.5 ± 0.5 K and much longer τ0 of 
56.5±9.8 s. The Ueff value of 10.7 K (8.5 K in Ref. [136]) corresponds to the exchange/dipolar 
barrier. The contribution from dipolar interactions is roughly a half of the barrier (4.6 K) 
and can be estimated from the following equation:   
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where rn

 is the normal of the radius vector connecting magnetic moments 1µ

 and 2µ

, and 
R12 is the distance between them. The angle between the moments, 116.7°, is taken from 
ab initio calculations.  
As it was discussed in section 1.1.2, the system with two Dy centers with magnetic 
moments J1 and J2 weakly coupled through exchange/dipolar interaction can be described 
by the following effective spin Hamiltonian: 
𝐻𝐻�𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 =  𝐻𝐻�𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑠𝑠𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑠𝑠 𝑓𝑓𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑓𝑓 𝐼𝐼 + 𝐻𝐻�𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑠𝑠𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑠𝑠 𝑓𝑓𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑓𝑓 𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼 + 𝐻𝐻�𝐶𝐶𝑖𝑖𝐶𝐶𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 + 𝐻𝐻�𝑍𝑍𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑍𝑍𝐶𝐶𝑠𝑠    (3.2.3) 
where the HCrystal field i terms are single-ion crystal-field Hamiltonians, and the HCoupling 
term describes the exchange and dipolar interactions between two Dy centers and gives 
rise to the effective barrier (Ueff): 
  𝐻𝐻�𝐶𝐶𝑖𝑖𝐶𝐶𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 =  −2 ∗ 𝑗𝑗12 ∗ 𝐽𝐽1 ∙ 𝐽𝐽2                                        (3.2.4) 
where, 𝐽𝐽1 and 𝐽𝐽2 are the total angular momenta of the ions and 𝑗𝑗12 is an isotropic coupling 
parameter which models both exchange and dipolar interactions (Lines model). While 
computation of the total Hamiltonian (Equation (3.2.3)) is a rather complicated problem, 
the first two terms can be obtained independently (Figure 3.2.2) from ab initio calculations 
(performed by Dr. S. Avdoshenko), along with the angle between the main axes of the 
magnetization of individual Dy centers.  
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The simulations were performed using the PHI code. To match the experimental energy of 
the first exchange/dipolar excited state (estimated as 10.7 K from the Arrhenius behavior 
of the low-temperature relaxation times), the absolute value of the exchange/dipolar 
parameter j12 should be equal to 0.073 cm−1. The sign of j12 (and hence the nature of the 
coupling between the magnetic moments of Dy centers) can be determined from the 
temperature dependence of χT as well as from the magnetization curves (Figure 3.2.3). 
Simulations provided by Dr. A. A. Popov. 
By definition, the magnetic susceptibility χ is the derivative of the magnetization M with 
respect to the magnetic field B, whereas the experimentally measured quantity is the ratio 
M/B. For small values of B, the ratio and the derivative are quite close, but with the increase 
of the field a deviation between both quantities can become significant. 
Therefore, the designation (M/B)T was used for all experimental curves. When measured 
in small magnetic fields (0.2 T, 0.5 T, 1 T), the experimental (M/B)T curves show a sharp 
peak at low temperature, which becomes smaller as the external field is increasing 
(Figure 3.2.3a). At the magnetic field of 3 T, the peak is not observed anymore. The same 
pattern can be found in simulated χT curves for the ferromagnetically-coupled system 
(j12 = +0.073 cm−1). When the magnetic moments of Dy ions are coupled 
antiferromagnetically (j12 = −0.073 cm−1), χT exhibits a gradual increase without a low-
temperature peak at any value of the external field (Figure 3.2.3c). Thus, Figure 3.2.3 shows 
that the experimental (M/B)T pattern is reproduced well by the simulation for the 
ferromagnetically coupled system. 
 
Figure 3.2.2. The energies of single-ion crystal field states of Dy1 and Dy2 as computed ab 
initio at the CASSCF/RASSI level. Red lines visualize transition probabilities computed from 
transverse components of the g-tensor (the thicker the line – the higher the probability). 
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Figure 3.2.3. (a) Experimentally measured (M/B)T curves (identical to χT curves when 
measured in low field); (b) simulated χT curves for the ferromagnetically coupled system; (c) 
simulated χT curves for the antiferromagnetically coupled system. (d) Experimentally 
measured magnetization curve of Dy2ScN@C80 (dots) compared to the simulations for FM 
(j12=+0.073 cm−1) and AFM (j12=−0.073 cm−1) coupled system. T = 8K. 
The ferromagnetic coupling can be also confirmed by comparing the shape of the 
magnetization curves. The most straightforward way is to choose the experimental 
magnetization curve at the temperature where the hysteresis is just about to close. In this 
case the negligible opening of the magnetization curve allows a direct comparison with the 
simulated equilibrium curves (computation of the hysteresis curves is a rather complicated 
problem, that requires a comprehensive knowledge of the single-molecule magnet’s 
dynamics, and the comparison of an open non-equilibrium experimental magnetization 
curve with a simulated equilibrium one for low temperatures exhibits a limited reliability). 
At the same time, all characteristic features of the sample’s magnetization curve are more 
pronounced at low temperatures. For Dy2ScN@C80 the optimal temperature is 8 K. The 
simulated magnetization curves are compared to the experimental one at Figure 3.2.3d. 
Whereas the FM-coupled simulation provides a very good match to the experimental data, 
the simulated curve for the AFM system deviates significantly. 
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Figure 3.2.4. Simulated low-temperature magnetization curves of the Dy2ScN@C80 powder.  
 
Figure 3.2.5. Zeeman splitting of the FM and AFM levels in Dy2ScN@C80 molecule with two 
different orientations of the external field with respect to the Dy2ScN cluster. Red (AFM) and 
blue (FM) arrows show arrangement of the magnetic moments of individual Dy centers.  
Low-temperature magnetization curves of Dy2ScN@C80 also show a feature near 1 T, which 
can be seen below 3-4 K, but is less clear at higher temperatures. Detailed exploration of 
this feature in experimental curves is hardly possible because of the slow relaxation of 
magnetization and hence hysteresis observed at the temperatures when this feature is 
present. Computed thermodynamic magnetization curves also show the presence of the 
kink in low-T curves (Figure 3.2.4). Figure 3.2.5, illustrating Zeeman splitting of the lowest-
energy states in Dy2ScN@C80, shows that the level crossing of FM and AFM states in a finite 
field can be responsible for such kink in the magnetization curves at low temperature. Since 
the measurements are performed for the powder sample with random orientations of the 
Dy2ScN cluster with respect to the external field, the level crossings are distributed in a 
rather large field range. 
The relaxation behavior of Dy2ScN@C80 at temperatures above 12 K was studied with AC 
magnetometry. In the temperature range between 12 and 45 K, the measurements 
revealed distorted χ” peaks indicating that the relaxation of magnetization proceeds via 
two channels with distinct characteristic times (Figure 3.2.6).  
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Figure 3.2.6. AC-susceptibility measurements of Dy2ScN@C80 at selected temperatures: (a) 
χ” and (b) Cole-Cole plots. Dots are experimental points, lines are fits to the points with 
generalized Debye model with either one or two relaxation times. The inset in (a) shows the 
fitting of the 20 K data with double-τ and single-τ models.  
The data was then fitted using either one or two relaxation times (discussed hereafter as 
single-τ and double-τ models, respectively; see inset in Figure 3.2.7a). The single-τ model 
gives an average time of the two relaxation processes. Both short-τ and long-τ processes 
are temperature dependent. Interestingly, the long-τ relaxation channel dominates at 
lower temperatures, whereas an increase of the statistical weight of the short-τ relaxation 
channel is observed at higher temperatures (Figure 3.2.8). Note that the local coordination 
sphere of the two Dy ions in the Dy2ScN@C80 molecule is slightly different, and hence the 
coexistence of the two concomitant relaxation processes may be caused by a different 
relaxation behavior of Dy centers in one molecule [137, 138]. The coexistence of at least 
two relaxation channels is often observed in di- and polynuclear single-molecule magnets 
with non-equivalent lanthanide centers [91, 139]. The nature of the relaxation mechanisms 
for these processes is not completely clear yet. Traditionally, sub-barrier relaxation in 
single-molecule magnets is ascribed to the Raman mechanism, but the recent analysis of 
spin-phonon coupling and dynamics by Lunghi et al. suggested that low-frequency non-
harmonic phonons with finite linewidth may cause Arrhenius-like behavior at low 
temperatures [13]. 
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Figure 3.2.7. Dy2ScN@C80 relaxation times. Green dots denote DC values in zero field; red 
crosses denote in-field points. AC values are measured with MPMS XL (7-50 K; open, 
magenta, blue dots) and with PPMS (brown dots, 52-76 K). Magenta/blue dots denote 
long/short times from double-τ fits of the AC data, respectively, open dots – for single-τ fits.  
Above 45 K, the two relaxation processes cannot be distinguished anymore, and single-τ 
behavior is observed up to 76 K (above this temperature, the peak in χ” is beyond the 
accessible frequency range). Between 63 and 76 K, the data points show an Arrhenius 
behavior (Figure 3.2.8) with the effective energy barrier of 1735±21 K and an attempt time 
τ0 = 2.39∙10−15 s. Thus, Dy2ScN@C80 has one of the highest magnetization relaxation 
barriers ever reported for single-molecule magnets among [Dy(OtBu)2(py)5][BPh4] with the 
energy barrier of 1815 K [140] and dysprosium metallocene - 1837 K [16]. 
 
Figure 3.2.8. DySc2N@C80 relaxation times (zero-field, in-field non-diluted) and Dy2ScN@C80. 
The inset shows the high-temperature range. Times below 10 s are measured with AC 
magnetometry, while the time above 10 s are obtained with the DC technique. In the range 
between 12 and 50 K the relaxation times are obtained with double-τ fit (see text).  
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Figure 3.2.9. (a) Molecular structures of DySc2N@C80 and Dy2ScN@C80 (Dy is green, Sc is 
magenta, N is blue, carbon cage is transparent grey). (b) Magnetization curves of 
DySc2N@C80 (non-diluted and polystyrene-diluted powder) and Dy2ScN@C80; T = 1.8 K, 
sweep rate 2.9 mT/s.   
The structure of trimetal-nitride cluster allows a combination of up to three lanthanide ions 
within one endohedral metallofullerene molecule, and previous studies showed that 
DySc2N@C80, Dy2ScN@C80, and Dy3N@C80 exhibit substantially different single-molecule 
magnet behavior at low temperatures [136]. Dy ions in these molecules have almost 
identical bonding situation (Figure 3.2.9a), and the difference in their magnetic properties 
is caused by the interaction between Dy ions. Particular illustrative is the difference 
between DySc2N@C80 and Dy2ScN@C80. The latter does not show fast QTM relaxation in 
zero field, which is explained by the ferromagnetic exchange and dipolar coupling between 
magnetic moments of two Dy ions in the Dy2ScN cluster, thus creating an additional barrier 
and preventing QTM [136]. Figure 3.2.9b shows magnetization curves of Dy2ScN@C80 and 
DySc2N@C80 at 1.8 K. Once the fast zero-field QTM of DySc2N@C80 is partially quenched by 
dilution in polystyrene, both EMFs exhibit virtually identical coercivity (0.7 T at the sweep 
rate of 2.9 mT/s). Close similarity is also found in relaxation times (Figure 3.2.8).  
In the 10–40 K range, the faster relaxation pathway in Dy2ScN@C80 has the same rate 
dependence as the relaxation of DySc2N@C80. The microscopic details of the relaxation of 
endohedral metallofullerene single-molecule magnets are not known yet, but surprisingly 
close relaxation times indicate that below 40 K the relaxation of magnetization in these two 
molecules proceeds via the same relaxation mechanism. However, above 45 K, relaxation 
in Dy2ScN@C80 is switching to the Orbach mechanism, whereas DySc2N@C80 still remains 
in the non-linear regime. For a long time Dy2ScN@C80 was believed to be the best 
single-molecule magnet among Dy-Sc nitride clusterfullerenes as exhibiting the longest 
relaxation times in the broadest temperature range. However, in a finite magnetic field of 
0.2 T, the relaxation times of DySc2N@C80 are more than an order of magnitude longer 
than those of Dy2ScN@C80 (the latter shows almost field-independent relaxation rates). 
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And above 40 K, relaxation of Dy2ScN@C80 is considerably faster as it proceeds via the 
Orbach process with a large barrier (and hence large inclination), whereas DySc2N@C80 
remains in the under-barrier regime with a less steep temperature dependence. 
Summary 
At low temperatures Dy2ScN@C80 exhibits a slow weakly field-dependent relaxation that 
corresponds to collective spin flipping. QTM is efficiently suppressed due to exchange 
coupling between the Dy ions. Tuning of the coupling will strongly affect the characteristic 
relaxation times at low temperatures. In the temperature range between 12 and 45 K 
a second faster relaxation process appears (similar dynamics as in DySc2N@C80). And above 
45 K relaxation proceeds over the effective barrier of 1735±21 K. Despite the low symmetry 
of the Dy coordination sphere, the high axiality in Dy2ScN@C80 is achieved because of the 
short distance between Dy and the nitride ion. Further increase of the barrier in Dy-nitride 
clusterfullerenes may be thus achieved by geometrically forcing the Dy–N distance to be 
shorter by either substituting Sc by a larger diamagnetic ion, or by considering a smaller 
carbon cage. 
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3.3 Sulfide and carbide clusterfullerenes 
The studies of nitride clusterfullerenes DySc2N@C80 and Dy2ScN@C80 illustrate two main 
factors affecting the SMM properties of endohedral fullerenes: magnetic anisotropy and 
coupling between magnetic moments. Both parameters can be affected by changing the 
central non-metal ion in the endohedral cluster.  
 
Figure 3.3.1. DFT-optimized molecular structures of (a) Y2C2@C82-Cs, (b) Y2S@C82-Cs and 
(c) Y2S@C82-C3v; Y atoms are shown in green, S – yellow, carbon atoms are light gray;                    
C82-Cs and C82-C3v cages are related via Stones-Wales transformations of the two C–C bonds 
highlighted in red. 
This section is dedicated to the magnetic properties of two different types of Dy-
clusterfullerenes, sulfide Dy2S@C2n and carbide clusterfullerenes Dy2C2@C82. The 
compounds were synthesized in our group by Dr. C. Chen, structure elucidation by single-
crystal X-ray diffraction was performed by Dr. F. Liu. Ab initio calculations discussed in the 
section were performed by Dr. S. Avdoshenko.  
The molecular structures of two isomers of Dy2S@C82 with Cs and C3v cage symmetry, and 
of a carbide clusterfullerene Dy2C2@C82-Cs are shown in Figure 3.3.1. In sulfide 
clusterfullerenes the endohedral cluster consists of two Dy ions bonded to the sulfide ion. 
The charge distribution in the clusterfullerene is thus (Dy3+)2S2−@C824−. Two isomers of 
Dy2S@C82 are different in the position of several carbon atoms highlighted in red in 
Figure 3.3.1. In the carbide clusterfullerenes Dy2C2@C82, two Dy ions are bonded to 
the acetylide unit C2 with the formal charge 2−. Thus, both molecular structure and 
the charge distribution in sulfide and carbide clusterfullerenes are very similar. 
Samples were investigated with AC/DC measurement techniques in the temperature range 
from 1.6 K to 70 K.  
The isolation of two isomers of Dy2S@C82, Dy2S@C72 and the isomer of the carbide 
Dy2C2@C82 with the same carbon cage as one of the sulfide clusterfullerenes allows us to 
address the question how the carbon cage and the type of the internal cluster affect the 
magnetic properties of endohedral metallofullerenes. Figure 3.3.2 shows magnetization 
curves for each sample measured in the temperature range from 1.8 to 5 K. Quite 
remarkable is the difference between the two isomers of Dy2S@C82. The Cs isomer exhibits 
narrow hysteresis at 1.8 K (coercive field 0.12 T), which closes at 3 K. The hysteresis of the 
C3v isomer is significantly broader at 1.8 K (coercive field 0.58 T), and the closing 
temperature is between 4 and 5 K. For Dy2S@C82-C3v it was possible also to measure the 
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blocking temperature TB = 4 K as the temperature of the peak in the susceptibility of zero-
field-cooled sample (Figure 3.3.2b, right inset); for other samples TB values are near 2 K, 
which is too low to be reliably measured. Another single-molecule magnet characteristic, 
the temperature at which the relaxation time of magnetization is 100 s, is determined for 
Dy2S@C82-C3v to be TB100 = 2 K.  
The magnetization behavior of Dy2C2@C82-Cs is similar to that of the isostructural sulfide. 
The hysteresis is narrower but is closing at slightly higher temperature (Figure 3.3.2c). 
Finally, Dy2S@C72 has the smallest opening of the hysteresis among all studied samples 
(Figure 3.3.2d). Thus, all four studied clusterfullerenes exhibited hysteresis of 
magnetization below 3 K and can be classified as single-molecule magnets. Importantly, 
considerably different single-molecule magnet properties of sulfide clusterfullerenes with 
different fullerene cages were observed.  
 
Figure 3.3.2. Magnetization curves for (a) Dy2S@C82-Cs, (b) Dy2S@C82-C3v, (c) Dy2C2@C82-Cs, 
and (d) Dy2S@C72-Cs measured at T = 1.8–5 K with the magnetic field sweep rate of 8.33 
mT/s. The inset in each panel zooms into the region near zero-field. In (b), determination 
of the blocking temperature of Dy2S@C82-C3v as the peak in the susceptibility of 
zero-field-cooled sample is also shown (magnetic field 0.2 T, temperature sweep 
rate 5 K/min). 
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Figure 3.3.3. χ” of Dy2S@C82-Cs (a), Dy2S@C82-C3v (c), Dy2C2@C82-Cs (e) measured at different 
temperatures as a function of AC frequency. Cole-Cole plot of Dy2S@C82-Cs (b), Dy2S@C82-
C3v (d), Dy2C2@C82-Cs (f). Dots are experimental points, lines are fit of the data with 
generalized Debye model. 
In order to study dynamics of the relaxation of magnetization at temperatures up to 
60-70 K, the AC-susceptibility measurements were performed for Dy2C2@C82 and two 
isomers of Dy2S@C82 (the amount of isolated Dy2S@C72 was not sufficient for such 
measurements). Characteristic temperature-dependent peaks in the out-of-phase 
susceptibility were found for all samples (Figure 3.3.3). Small amounts of for Dy2C2@C82-Cs 
sample and lower sensitivity of the PPMS system did not allow the measurements at 
temperature higher than 15 K. Magnetization relaxation times τ shorter than 10 s were 
determined from the AC-data using a generalized Debye model (see Cole-Cole plots on 
Figure 3.3.3). The longer τ values at the lowest temperatures were determined directly by 
measuring the relaxation of magnetization in a DC mode. 
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Table 3.3.1. Parameters of Orbach and Raman relaxation processes in Dy-endohedral 
metallofullerenes and the temperature range where these processes play the main role in 
the relaxation of the magnetization.a 
 Dy2C2@C82-
Cs 
Dy2S@C82-Csb Dy2S@C82-Csc Dy2S@C82-C3v Dy2ScN@C80 
U1eff 17.4 ± 0.2 15.2±0.3 18.0±0.5 6.5 ± 0.5 10.7 ± 0.3 
τ01 (5.2 ± 0.3)∙10−4 (2.9 ± 0.3)∙10−3 (1.6 ± 0.2)∙10−3 3.6 ± 0.8 11.9 ± 1.5 
Trange 1.6–10 1.6–10 1.8–15 1.6–4 1.8–5 
      
U2eff  61 ± 6  48 ± 1  
τ02  (7.8 ± 2.3)∙10−5  (6.2 ± 0.6)∙10−4  
Trange  15–35  5–47  
      
C   (2.5 ± 0.6)∙10−3   
n   3.97 ± 0.08   
Trange   ≤1.6, 20–43   
      
U3eff  523 ± 35 696 ± 86 1232 ± 160 1735 ± 21 
τ03  (6.0 ± 4.4)∙10−10 (2.5 ± 4.3)∙10−11 (0.6 ± 1.5)∙10−12 (2.4 ± 0.8)∙10−15 
Tranged  40–53 47–53 47–70 63–76 
a Effective barriers Uieff are given in Kelvin, τ0i values are given in seconds; 
b Modelling magnetization relaxation rate of Dy2S@C82-Cs with three Orbach processes;  
c Modelling with two Orbach processes and an intermediate Raman process; 
d the highest temperature of the range is determined by the frequency and sensitivity limits 
of the PPMS system 
Figure 3.3.4 plots magnetization relaxation times of Dy2S@C82-Cs, Dy2C2@C82-Cs, and 
Dy2S@C82-C3v as a function of reciprocal temperature. In the case of sulfide 
clusterfullerenes it was possible to obtain the characteristic relaxation times in a wide 
range of temperatures, and one can see an interesting complex temperature dependence. 
As it was previously discussed in section 1.1.3, various relaxation processes are expected 
for single-molecule magnets. All three current samples do not exhibit quantum tunneling 
regime in the given range of temperatures (there is no temperature independent 
horizontal line on the Arrhenius plot, Figure 3.3.4). The direct process can be also excluded 
due to absence of a prominent field dependence of the relaxation times. Thus, only two 
processes (Orbach and Raman) should be taken into account.  
The two isomers of Dy2S@C82 exhibit strikingly different relaxation dynamics, while the Cs 
isomers of Dy2S@C82 and Dy2C2@C82 behave in a similar way. The relaxation time for a 
combination of an Orbach and a Raman processes is described as following: 
𝜏𝜏1
−1 = 𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑒𝑠𝑠�−𝑈𝑈𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑇𝑇 �
𝐶𝐶0
+ 𝐶𝐶𝑇𝑇𝑠𝑠                                       (3.3.1) 
and defines the effective relaxation barrier/barriers 𝑈𝑈𝑠𝑠𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓 and the power constant 𝑛𝑛 for 
Raman or Raman-like process.  
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Figure 3.3.4. Magnetization relaxation times of (a) Dy2C2@C82-Cs and Dy2S@C82-Cs; (b) 
Dy2S@C82-C3v. Dots are experimental points, red lines denote global fit with three Orbach 
processes (separately: green, magenta, brown lines). For Dy2C2@C82-Cs a single Orbach 
process was considered (blue line). (c) Dy2C2@C82-Cs times, fitted with a combination of two 
Orbach and one Raman relaxation processes. Insets show the high-temperature range.  
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For all three fullerenes one can see a low temperature part, where Orbach process is 
dominating. On Figure 3.3.4a it is a green line for Dy2S@C82-Cs and a blue one for 
Dy2C2@C82. On Figure 3.3.4b it is a green line for Dy2S@C82-C3v. Also, an Orbach mechanism 
for high temperatures can be seen for Dy2S@C82-C3v and Dy2S@C82-Cs (brown line, 
analogous to Dy2ScN@C80 from the previous section). And while in the case of 
Dy2S@C82-C3v fullerene there exists a clear linear part in the middle of the temperature 
range on the Arrhenius plot (Figure 3.3.4b, magenta line), for Dy2S@C82-Cs the middle range 
regime is not clear. Therefore, the temperature dependence of the magnetization 
dynamics for Dy2S@C82-C3v fullerene was fitted with a combination of three Orbach 
processes (exchanging one of the Orbach processes with a Raman one or an addition of an 
extra Raman process was decreasing the quality of the fit dramatically).  For Dy2S@C82-Cs 
both three Orbach processes and a combination of two Orbach processes with one Raman 
(Figure 3.3.4c) give reasonable fits. For Dy2C2@C82 only a single Orbach regime was 
determined. The results of the fitting are summarized in the Table 3.3.1. The high 
temperature part will be discussed below. 
The low temperature barrier, U1eff, presumably corresponds to the energy difference 
between the states with ferromagnetically and antiferromagnetically coupled Dy ions. It 
has contributions from both dipolar and exchange interactions, modelled with a single 
isotropic coupling parameter j12: 
  𝐻𝐻�𝐶𝐶𝑖𝑖𝐶𝐶𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 =  −2 ∗ 𝑗𝑗12 ∗ 𝐽𝐽1 ∙ 𝐽𝐽2                                        (3.3.2) 
where, 𝐽𝐽1 and 𝐽𝐽2 are the total angular momenta. Knowing the U1eff values, the j12 coupling 
constants can be computed [131], see Table 3.3.2. The dipolar contribution to the coupling 
can be estimated from the geometrical considerations (analogous to Dy2ScN@C80 in the 
previous section, see Equation (3.2.2)). 
Table 3.3.2. Exchange and dipolar coupling parameters in di-Dy endohedral 
metallofullerenes. 
 U1eff, K j12exp, cm−1 α, ° ΔEdip, K j12dip, cm−1 j12ex, cm−1 
Dy2S@C82-Cs 15.2 0.220 77.6 3.6 0.051 0.136 
Dy2S@C82-C3v 6.5 0.104 78.9 3.7 0.059 0.063 
Dy2C2@C82-Cs 17.4 0.175 71.8 3.7 0.025 0.108 
Dy2ScN@C80 10.5 0.073 62.8 4.6 0.031 0.128 
 
Once a coupling parameter j12 is known or estimated, the simulation of the magnetization 
curves is possible with the following effective spin Hamiltonian: 
𝐻𝐻�𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 =  𝐻𝐻�𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑠𝑠𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑠𝑠 𝑓𝑓𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑓𝑓 𝐼𝐼 + 𝐻𝐻�𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑠𝑠𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑠𝑠 𝑓𝑓𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑓𝑓 𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼 − 2 ∗ 𝑗𝑗12 ∗ 𝐽𝐽1 ∙ 𝐽𝐽2 + 𝐻𝐻�𝑍𝑍𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑍𝑍𝐶𝐶𝑠𝑠  (3.3.3) 
where HCrystal field i are single-ion crystal field Hamiltonians computed ab initio [131], their 
spectra are shown in Appendix B. 
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The spectra of Dy2S@C82 isomers do not show a considerable mixing of the states till the 
fifth doublet (which lies close to the C3v isomer U3eff barrier value of 1232 ± 160, Figures B.1 
and B.2) similarly to Dy2ScN@C80 from the previous section. Dy2C2@C82 and Dy2S@C72 
fullerenes exhibit somewhat more mixing in the low-lying doublets (Figures B.3 and B.4), 
however, there are no experimental data available for comparison. Still the simulation of 
the low-temperature magnetization curves requires only the ground state of the crystal 
field splitting, as the next doublet is at least 300 K higher and is not expected to be 
occupied. 
Low-temperature experimental magnetization curves (Figure 3.3.5) have peculiarities at 
1.5-2 T, whose presence is caused by exchange/dipolar interactions and hence can be used 
to verify the computational model. For Dy2C2@C82-Cs and Dy2S@C82-Cs, the use of j12 
parameters fitted to match the experimental U1eff values (0.175 and 0.220 cm−1, 
respectively) leads to good agreement between simulated and experimental curves, 
confirming the assignment of U1eff to the exchange/dipolar barrier. However, for 
Dy2S@C82-C3v, the agreement with experiment is less satisfactory (Figure 3.3.5). To match 
the experimental magnetization curve, the j12 parameter should be increased from 
0.104 cm−1 to 0.18 cm−1, which amounts to the calculated U1eff barrier of 11 K.  
 
 
Figure 3.3.5. Experimental (dots) and simulated (lines) magnetization curves of Dy2C2@C82-
Cs, Dy2S@C82-Cs, and Dy2S@C82-C3v at 3 K (for Dy2S@C82-C3v the measurements were 
performed with very slow sweep rate to ensure that the curve is close to the thermodynamic 
limit). For Dy2S@C82-C3v, two simulated curves corresponding to different j12 values are 
shown. Also shown is Zeeman energy splitting in Dy2S@C82-Cs for an arbitrary orientation of 
the magnetic field.  
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Figure 3.3.6. Drawing showing one orientation of the Dy2S@C82-C3v fullerene cage together 
with the Dy2S disordered sites with 10% thermal ellipsoids [131]. 
The discrepancy between experimental and calculated U1eff is likely to be caused by the 
not-well defined geometry of the Dy2S cluster as exchange parameters are very sensitive 
to the Dy–S–Dy angle, and for the C3v isomer the cluster is not fixed in one position but is 
rather disordered between several ones, see Figure 3.3.6. 
Magnetization relaxation pathways proceeding through excited “exchange states” are well 
documented for 3d-4f complexes, albeit usually with much shorter τ0 values than observed 
in endohedral metallofullerenes [141-147]. In Dy2S@C82-C3v, the U1eff barrier amounts to 
6.5 K versus 15.2 K in Dy2S@C82-Cs and 17.4 K in Dy2C2@C82-Cs. At the same time, 
Dy2S@C82-C3v has the longest attempt time τ01 of 3.6 s, which is 3-4 orders of magnitude 
longer than in the endohedral metallofullerenes with Cs cage isomer (2.9 ms in Dy2S@C82-Cs 
and 0.5 ms in Dy2C2@C82-Cs). Thus, due to the smaller barrier, the C3v isomer has moderate 
inclination in the log(τ)-vs-1/T and hence smaller variation of the relaxation rate with 
temperature, whereas its much longer τ01 value leads to the considerably longer 
magnetization relaxation times. 
The difference between the two isomers of Dy2S@C82 reaches two orders of magnitude 
near 5 K. In due turn, the magnetization of Dy2C2@C82-Cs relaxes ca two times faster than 
that of the isostructural Dy2S@C82-Cs showing that the acetylide C22− central unit in the 
Dy2C2 cluster is inferior for the single-molecule magnet properties than the sulfide ion S2− 
in the Dy2S cluster within the same fullerene cage. This finding agrees with the earlier study 
of Dy2TiC@C80 and Dy2TiC2@C80 performed in our group, which also showed that the single 
carbide ion in the endohedral cluster leads to much better single-molecule magnets than 
the C2 unit [148]. The best dimetal endohedral clusterfullerene single-molecule magnet is 
still the nitride Dy2ScN@C80-Ih. It also has the U1eff barrier of 10.5 K and long τ01 value of 
12 s (see Table 3.3.1) [15]. 
S1
Dy7Dy2
Dy6
Dy4Dy3
S1i
Dy1
Dy5i
S2
Dy6i
Dy3i
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Thus, the comparison between sulfide, carbide, and nitride clusterfullerenes with two Dy 
atoms shows that their magnetization relaxation dynamics at low temperatures is 
determined by the Orbach process with the “exchange” barrier. The height of the barrier 
appears to be less important than the attempt time, which varies by several orders of 
magnitude between the endohedral metallofullerenes. The best single-molecule magnet 
in the series is not the fullerene with the largest exchange barrier, but the molecule with 
the longest τ01 value. 
Returning to relaxation times we see, that above 5 K relaxation mechanisms for the C3v and 
Cs isomers become significantly different. Between 5 and 47 K, the magnetization 
relaxation of Dy2S@C82-C3v is driven by another Orbach process with U2eff = 48 K and 
τ02 = 0.36 ms. This barrier is too small to be assigned to one of the crystal field states (see 
Figure B.2), and the τ02 value is likewise too long for the Orbach processes via crystal field 
states normally observed for Dy-single-molecule magnets. Above 47 K and up to the 
instrumental frequency limit at 70 K, the magnetization relaxation of Dy2S@C82-C3v is 
determined by the energy barrier of 1232 K and the corresponding τ03 value of 0.6 10−12 s. 
Unfortunately, the measurements in this temperature range and frequencies, and with the 
small amount of the available sample, are performed near the sensitivity limit of the PPMS 
system, which leads to large uncertainties in the determined values. Yet, there is no doubt 
that the barrier is rather high, but smaller than the barrier of the analogous relaxation 
process in Dy2ScN@C80, 1735 K. For comparison, the highest thermal relaxation barrier 
among lanthanide-only dimers, 721 K, was reported recently by Gao et al. for hydroxide-
bridged ﬁve-coordinate DyIII dimer [149]. The highest barrier among non-fullerene 
polynuclear Dy complexes is 888 K [138], whereas in single-ion Dy single-molecule magnet, 
the largest reported barrier is 1837 K [16].  
For the Cs isomers, the linear regime with the “exchange” barrier is operative up to ca 
10-15 K. Above ca 45 K, Dy2S@C82-Cs exhibits a high-energy Orbach process with the 
parameters typical for the relaxation via a crystal field state, i.e. large U3eff of several 
hundred K and τ03 value in the range of 10−10–10−11 s. However, the relaxation dynamics 
between the temperature ranges of the two Orbach processes, i.e. 15–40 K, is not uniquely 
defined. Equally good fits were obtained for either an intermediate Orbach process 
(U2eff =  61 K and τ02 = 0.08 ms; see Figure 3.3.4b) or for the Raman relaxation process 
(A = 2.5 ms∙K−n and n=3.97, see Figure 3.3.4c). The choice of either an Orbach or a Raman 
process also affects the parameters of other Orbach processes, especially the U3eff and τ03 
values (Table 3.3.1). The high energy Orbach process is observed at AC frequencies close 
to the frequency and sensitivity limits of the instrument, which significantly affects the 
accuracy of the fit and leads to large uncertainties for the U3eff and τ03 values. It is very likely 
that the third linear regime for Dy2S@C82-Cs is not fully reached at accessible temperatures, 
and that the actual energy barrier for the relaxation via crystal field states is higher. U2eff 
value cannot be assigned to one of the crystal field states for both isomers of Dy2S@C82, 
and can possibly be connected to low-frequency non-harmonic phonons with finite 
linewidth that may cause Orbach-like behavior at low temperatures [13]. 
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Few SMMs with sulfur-ligated Dy have been reported so far [150-152], and all of them have 
substantially faster relaxation time and smaller relaxation barriers than in the Dy2S@C82 
system reported in this work. In the EMF molecules, sulfur bears substantially larger 
negative charge and the Dy–S sulfur distances are at the same time much shorter, which 
altogether leads to a stronger crystal field in sulfide clusterfullerenes. 
Summary 
Although Dy2S@C82-C3v and Dy2S@C82-Cs have a similar structure of the encapsulated Dy2S 
cluster, the differences in their fullerene cages have paramount effect on the 
magnetization relaxation dynamics. In the whole temperature range accessible for our 
measurements, relaxation times of the C3v isomer are considerably longer than those of 
the Cs isomer, from a factor of 5 to two orders of magnitude. The difference in the 
relaxation behavior of Dy2S@C82-Cs and Dy2C2@C82-Cs is not as pronounced as between the 
isomers of Dy2S@C82, which shows that the influence of the cage isomerism may be 
stronger than the influence of the central atom(s) in the endohedral clusters. 
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3.4 Dy dimetallofullerene  
Previously discussed endohedral clusterfullerenes with two weakly coupled Dy ions show 
that it is a small exchange barrier which limits the blocking temperature of the system. The 
ultimate realization of exchange coupling might be achieved when two lanthanides share 
a single-electron covalent bond. However, in a recent monograph on metal-metal bonding, 
not a single example of a lanthanide-lanthanide bond is mentioned [153]. Lanthanides tend 
to give their valence electrons away and make compounds with largely ionic bonding. Yet, 
encapsulation of lanthanide atoms inside a carbon cage creates a suitable environment for 
the formation of lanthanide-lanthanide bonds [154].  
This section is dedicated to Dy2@C80-Ih dimetallofullerene, the first single-molecule magnet 
with a single-electron Dy–Dy bond [155]. It has been synthesized in our group as air-stable 
chemical derivative, benzyl monoadduct Dy2@C80(CH2Ph) by Dr. F. Liu. Ab initio calculations 
were performed by Dr. S. Avdoshenko. Simulations in PHI provided by Dr. A. A. Popov. 
 
Figure 3.4.1. Schematic depiction of dimetallofullerenes and synthetic route to 
M2@C80(CH2Ph) derivatives. (a) Comparison between different types of dimetallofullerenes: 
in La2@C80 each metal atoms is trivalent, transfers three electrons to the cage and the M–
M bonding MO is the LUMO; in M2@C80 (Y, Dy) discussed in this section, each metal formally 
transfers 2.5 electrons to the cage and the M–M bonding MO is single occupied; in M2@C82 
(Er,Lu), metals transfer two electrons each and form two-electron M–M covalent bond. (b) 
Description of the synthetic route for M2@C80 derivative with single-electron M–M bond 
(M = Y, Dy): synthesized molecules are present in triplet state; upon reduction with DMF, 
soluble mono-anions are formed. At the next stage, anions are reacted with benzyl bromide, 
which leads to stable non-charged mono-adducts. 
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Figure 3.4.1a shows the different types of dimetallofullerenes. Although metal atoms in 
endohedral metallofullerenes transfer their valence electrons to carbon cages [21], the 
M-M bonding molecular orbital (MO) with spd-hybrid character is one of the frontier 
molecular orbitals in dimetallofullerenes [154]. Detailed analysis of the M–M bonding in 
dimetallofullerenes revealed that this phenomenon is related to the energy of the (ns)σg2 
MO of the respective M2 dimers [154, 156]. In Lu2, the Lu–Lu (6s)σg2 orbital has relatively 
low energy, which hence remains occupied when Lu2 is placed inside a fullerene cage. On 
the other side of the lanthanide row, La has a high energy of the (6s)σg2 MO in the La2 
dimer, and in La-dimetallofullerenes the electrons are fully transferred from this MO to a 
carbon cage, leading to the La3+ state without La–La bonding [157]. Y and medium size 
lanthanides (Gd, Dy) with intermediate values of the metal-metal (ns)σg2 molecular orbital 
may have different bonding situations depending on the energy match between molecular 
orbitals of the hosting fullerene cage and the metal-metal bonding molecular orbital.  
The C80-Ih fullerene with three-fold degenerate LUMO naturally acts as a six-electron 
acceptor. In the La2@C80-Ih, each metal ion is charged 3+, and the La–La orbital in La2@C80 
is the LUMO [157]. But for Y or lanthanides with higher energy of the M–M bonding orbital 
than in La2, computations by Shinohara et al. showed that the M2@C80-Ih molecule has only 
one unpaired electron occupying the M–M bonding orbital, the other electron being 
delocalized over the carbon cage [158]. The formal oxidation state of metal atoms in 
M2@C80-Ih molecule is thus +2.5. Such molecules are unstable radicals and remain elusive, 
although their existence was demonstrated by transforming into chemically stable forms 
(anions [159, 160] or derivatives [158, 161, 162]). The description of the synthetic route for 
M2@C80 derivatives is shown on Figure 3.4.1b. A single-electron M–M bond has been also 
stabilized by a substitution of one carbon atom by nitrogen, giving azafullerenes M2@C79N 
(M = Y, Gd, Tb) [163, 164]. Computational studies predicted a large ferromagnetic coupling 
in Gd2@C79N [165, 166] and unusual magnetic properties in Dy2@C79N [165]. 
The structure of Dy2@C80(CH2Ph) was determined by single-crystal X-ray diffraction by 
Dr. F. Liu and two orientations are shown on Figure 3.4.2.  
 
Figure 3.4.2. Molecular structure of Dy2@C80(CH2Ph) from single-crystal X-ray diffraction.  
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Figure 3.4.3. Dy2@C80(CH2Ph) magnetization curves measured at various temperatures 
with the field sweep rate of 2.9 mT/s. 
 
Figure 3.4.4. Magnetization measurement of the powder Dy2-I (Dy2@C80(CH2Ph)) and 
the sample dispersed in polystyrene at 2 K. Red points are measurements for the 
bulk sample, black points are measured for the samples dispersed in polystyrene 
(ca 1:10,000 mass ratio; black points). Diamagnetic background of polystyrene 
is subtracted. The part of the curve near zero field is enhanced. The drop of 
magnetization near zero-field is assigned to a temperature-independent QTM-like process. 
In the diluted sample, the drop is dramatically reduced, and relaxation times become 
substantially longer. 
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The magnetic properties of Dy2@C80(CH2Ph) were first assessed by SQUID-magnetometry. 
Magnetization curves of the powder sample, shown on Figure 3.4.3, exhibit hysteresis at 
temperatures from 1.8 to 21 K. Additional DC measurements were performed for a 
Dy2@C80(CH2Ph) diluted in polystyrene (ca 1:10,000). The comparison of the magnetization 
curves for powder and diluted samples at 2 K is shown on Figure 3.4.4. Samples exhibit a 
similar behavior except for the kink near zero field. The change of the kink corresponds to 
suppression of quantum tunneling in the diluted sample. The relaxation times for powder 
and diluted Dy2@C80(CH2Ph) are shown on Figure 3.4.7 and discussed further. The average 
magnetic moment at saturation along the main magnetization axis amounts of 20.9±0.3 μB 
per molecule (10.5 μB per molecule for the random orientation of crystallites in the 
powder) was determined as follows: the sample for the measurements of magnetic 
properties was drop-casted from CS2 solution into a propylene capsule and dried under 
vacuum overnight; the mass of the sample was determined by the change of the mass of 
the capsule before and after drop-casting/drying, each mass measurement was performed 
three times. The mass of the sample used for magnetic measurements is thus determined 
to be 0.88 mg with weighing uncertainty of 0.01 mg. Saturated magnetization of the 
sample at 2 K in the field 7 T is 0.0372 emu, which gives the magnetic moment of 10.5 μB 
per molecule. Taking into account that the measurement is performed for a disordered 
powder sample, the value should be doubled, giving the moment of 20.9 μB per 
Dy2@C80(CH2Ph) molecule. Uncertainty of the mass of 0.01 mg gives uncertainty of the 
moment of 0.2-0.3 μB. 20.9 μB is very close to 21.0 μB, theoretical value for the [Dy3+-e-Dy3+] 
system with collinear ferromagnetically coupled moments of two Dy ions and one unpaired 
electron. In case of antiferromagnetic coupling between magnetic moment of Dy and 
unpaired spin, the total moment of the molecule would be 19.0 μB. 
 
Figure 3.4.5. Determination of blocking temperature TB: the sample is first cooled in zero-
field to 1.8 K, then w is measured in the field of 0.2 T with increasing temperature at the 
heating rate of 5 K/min (red curve), then the measurement is performed at cooling down 
to 1.8 K (blue curve); finally, the field is turned off and decay of χ is measured at increasing 
temperatures (cyan curve). The vertical bar denotes TB.  
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Figure 3.4.6. Determination of blocking temperature TB. The sample is first cooled in 
zero-field (ZFC) to 1.8 K, then χ is measured in the field of 0.2 T with increasing temperature 
(solid curve), then the measurement is performed while cooling down to 1.8 K (dashed 
curve). The vertical bars denote TB values determined with different temperature sweep 
rate. 
The SMM behavior is characterized by a blocking temperature of the magnetization (TB) 
defined as the temperature of the maximum of the susceptibility of a zero-field cooled 
sample (Figure 3.4.5). As a non-equilibrium parameter, TB depends on the temperature 
sweep rate and is found to vary between 18.3 at 1 K/min, 21.9 K at 5 K/min to 22.9 K at 
20 K/min (Figure 3.4.6). These are the highest blocking temperatures for any lanthanide-
based fullerene single-molecule magnet so far.  
Magnetization relaxation times τM of Dy2@C80(CH2Ph) are determined using a stretched 
exponential fit (Appendix A) of the relaxation curves below 22 K and from the 
ac-susceptibility (χ”) measurements between 23 and 33 K (Figures 3.4.7 and 3.4.8). Below 
5 K, zero-field τM values reach the temperature-independent regime, which in single-ion 
magnets is usually associated with QTM. 
For the multicenter system such as Dy2@C80(CH2Ph), zero-field QTM is less likely as it 
requires simultaneous flip of the whole spin system. But if the constituting spins are 
strongly coupled, they may behave as a single entity, so that QTM cannot be excluded, and 
we therefore cautiously denote the process as QTM-like relaxation. Dilution of 
Dy2@C80(CH2Ph) in polystyrene leads to much longer relaxation times, which increase with 
cooling without the sign of levelling off and reach 2 months at 2 K (Figure 3.4.8). The 
influence of dilution on τM shows that intermolecular interactions are the main reason of 
the QTM-like behavior.  
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Figure 3.4.7. Ac-magnetic susceptibility measurements (out-of-phase component (left) and 
Cole-Cole plots (right)). Dots - experimental, lines - fitting with generalized Debye model. 
 
Figure 3.4.8. Magnetization relaxation times obtained from AC/DC measurements (dots), 
solid curve is a global fit using equations (3.4.1–2).  
Alternatively, QTM-like relaxation can be switched off by a constant field of 0.4 T, leading 
to the relaxation time of about 1.5 years at 2 K (Figure 3.4.8). A temperature variation of 
the relaxation time enables the determination of the more universal single-molecule 
magnet characteristic, the temperature at which the relaxation time is 100 s, TB(100) [1]. 
For Dy2@C80(CH2Ph), we obtain TB(100) = 18 K (Figure 3.4.8), which is the highest 
temperature ever reported for a fullerene single-molecule magnet. 
The whole set of τM values for the non-diluted sample is described by a combination of 
several relaxation processes: 
Zero-field:      𝜏𝜏1
−1 = 𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑒𝑠𝑠�−𝑈𝑈1𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑇𝑇 �
𝐶𝐶01
+ 𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑒𝑠𝑠�−𝑈𝑈2𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑇𝑇 �
𝐶𝐶02
+ 𝐶𝐶𝑇𝑇𝑠𝑠 + 𝜏𝜏𝑄𝑄𝑘𝑘𝑄𝑄                      (3.4.1) 
In-field:           𝜏𝜏1
−1 = 𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑒𝑠𝑠�−𝑈𝑈1𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑇𝑇 �
𝐶𝐶01
+ 𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑒𝑠𝑠�−𝑈𝑈2𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑇𝑇 �
𝐶𝐶02
+ 𝐶𝐶𝑇𝑇𝑠𝑠                                    (3.4.2) 
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Equations were fitted simultaneously for zero-field and in-field times. The first two terms 
describe two Orbach processes: ( 1
effU =40 K, τ01=13.6 s; 2
effU =613 K, τ02=3.6∙10−12 s). The 
third term describes the Raman relaxation (C = 8.2∙10−10 s−1K−n, n = 4.9). And the last term 
in Equation (3.4.1) corresponds to the QTM-like process (τQTM = 
1
𝐵𝐵1  = 3257 s). 
In zero-field, temperature-independent QTM-like relaxation is the main process from 1.8 K 
up to 5 K, when it starts to compete with the low-barrier Orbach process (Figure 3.4.8). 
The latter is the dominant relaxation mechanism from 10 to 18 K, whereas above 20 K the 
Orbach process with the larger barrier takes over. In the field of 0.4 T, QTM-like relaxation 
is switched off (hence the QTM term is absent in Equation (3.4.2)). This opens the possibility 
for the low-barrier Orbach relaxation process to extend its temperature range on the 
lower side to ca 3 K. At T < 3 K, the Raman mechanism starts to dominate (Figure 3.4.9a).  
The low-temperature Orbach process has rather unusual parameters, and it was also tried 
to fit the experimental data using only one Orbach process (Figure 3.4.9b): 
Zero-field:                          𝜏𝜏1
−1 = 𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑒𝑠𝑠�−𝑈𝑈1𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑇𝑇 �
𝐶𝐶01
+ 𝐶𝐶𝑇𝑇𝑠𝑠 + 𝐵𝐵1
1+𝐵𝐵2𝐻𝐻2                          (3.4.3) 
In-field:                               𝜏𝜏1
−1 = 𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑒𝑠𝑠�−𝑈𝑈1𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑇𝑇 �
𝐶𝐶01
+ 𝐶𝐶𝑇𝑇𝑠𝑠                                           (3.4.4) 
 
 
Figure 3.4.9. Magnetization relaxation times of Dy2@C80(CH2Ph). The points are 
measured in the field of 0.4 T and in zero-field. (a) Lines are fits with the 
Equations (3.4.1) and (3.4.2) and contribution of individual mechanisms (Raman, two 
Orbach processes, and QTM-like temperature-independent regime, which is available only 
for zero-field measurements). (b) Lines are fits with the Equations (3.4.3) and (3.4.4) and 
contribution of individual mechanisms (Raman, Orbach processes, and QTM-like 
temperature-independent regime). Note that ac-measurements gave virtually identical 
values for zero-field and the field of 0.4 T. 
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The fit of experimental points obtained with Equations (3.4.3) and (3.4.4) is substantially 
worse than with the use of Equations (3.4.1) and (3.4.2), especially between 10 and 25 K 
(Figure 3.4.10). Raman relaxation (C = 3.84∙10−10 s−1K−n, n = 6.7) now dominates at 
the low-temperature data for the in-field relaxation and is switched to the Orbach regime 
( effU =656 K, τ02=8.9∙10−13 s) above 23 K. Thus, it can be concluded that the terms included 
in Equations (3.4.3) and (3.4.4) are not sufficient for the description of the whole set of 
data. 
 
 
Figure 3.4.10. Zero-field average transition probability between KD-sates for Dy1 and Dy2 
in Dy2@C80(CH2Ph). The thickness of the red lines between two KD states is 
proportional to the transition probability between those states. Computations 
are performed using PHI code, probability of transition between the states i and f is 
computed as:  𝑇𝑇𝑠𝑠𝑓𝑓 = 13 ∑ ��𝑖𝑖�𝐻𝐻�𝑍𝑍(𝐵𝐵𝛼𝛼)�𝑓𝑓��2𝛼𝛼=𝑒𝑒,𝐶𝐶,𝑧𝑧 . 
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The [Dy3+–e–Dy3+] system in Dy2@C80(CH2Ph) can be described by the effective spin 
Hamiltonian: 
𝐻𝐻�𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 =  𝐻𝐻�𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑠𝑠𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑠𝑠 𝑓𝑓𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑓𝑓 𝐷𝐷𝐶𝐶1 + 𝐻𝐻�𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑠𝑠𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑠𝑠 𝑓𝑓𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑓𝑓 𝐷𝐷𝐶𝐶2 + ∑ 𝐻𝐻�𝐶𝐶𝑖𝑖𝐶𝐶𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠,𝑗𝑗   (3.4.5) 
where: 
∑ 𝐻𝐻�𝐶𝐶𝑖𝑖𝐶𝐶𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠,𝑗𝑗 =  −2 ∗ (𝑗𝑗𝐷𝐷𝐶𝐶1,𝐷𝐷𝐶𝐶2 ∗ 𝐽𝐽𝐷𝐷𝐶𝐶1 ∙ 𝐽𝐽𝐷𝐷𝐶𝐶2  +𝑗𝑗𝐷𝐷𝐶𝐶1,𝑠𝑠 ∗ 𝐽𝐽𝐷𝐷𝐶𝐶1 ∙ 𝐽𝐽𝑠𝑠 + 𝑗𝑗𝐷𝐷𝐶𝐶2,𝑠𝑠 ∗ 𝐽𝐽𝐷𝐷𝐶𝐶2 ∙ 𝐽𝐽𝑠𝑠)   (3.4.6) 
The crystal-field parameters for each Dy center were computed for the [DyY@C80(CH2Ph)]– 
molecule at the CASSCF/SO-RASSI level of theory with the use of the SINGLE_ANISO module 
[167] as implemented in MOLCAS 8.0 [168] (ab initio calculations of the M2@C80(CH2Ph) 
molecule with two lanthanide centers and an unpaired spin are feasible only for Gd).  
Calculations showed that both Dy centers have easy-axis magnetic anisotropy (the 
magnetic ground magnetic state of Dy3+ has a Jz projection of ±15/2). The quantization axes 
are parallel and aligned along the metal-metal bond. The overall crystal field splitting in 
both centers amounts to approximately 900 cm−1, whereas the first and second excited 
states are found near 230–280 and 390–409 cm–1 (Figure 3.4.10). 
The unique feature of the M2@C80(CH2Ph) system is the single-electron metal-metal bond, 
which results in the very strong exchange induced by the delocalized electron in the 
[M3+-e-M3+] system. For the hypothetical Gd2@C80(CH2Ph), broken-symmetry DFT 
calculations predict the small jGd1,Gd2 value of −1.2 cm−1 and the giant jGd,e values of 181 and 
184 cm−1 (250 and 254 K, respectively; see Figure 3.4.11) [132]. 
Similar large values were predicted recently for Gd2@C79N [165, 166], and the EPR study 
of the latter revealed a S=15/2 ground state, which points to the ferromagnetic coupling of 
all spins in the [Gd3+-e-Gd3+] system [164]. These parameters can be compared to the 
[Gd3+–N23−–Gd3+] complex with a radical bridge, in which Gd ions are antiferromagnetically 
coupled to the electron spin of the N23− bridge with the jGd,e value of –27 cm−1 [169]. 
 
Figure 3.4.11. Schematic depiction of the exchange interactions in Gd2@C80(CH2Ph), 
described as a 3-center spin system [132]. 
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The high-spin ground state of Dy3+ in Dy2@C80(CH2Ph) is rather counterintuitive. The crystal 
field in other Dy endohedral metallofullerenes exhibiting single-molecule magnet behavior 
is dominated by negatively-charged nitride or sulfide, or carbide (Sections 3.1/3.2 and 
Section 3.3, and [148], respectively) ions at the short distance of Dy, which leads to the 
quasi-uniaxial crystal field with an easy-axis single-ion anisotropy and large crystal field 
splitting [63, 79]. 
In dimetallofullerenes, positive charges of metal ions are not counterbalanced by 
non-metals, and easy-plane anisotropy (Jz = ±1/2) might be expected. Indeed, if a +3 point 
charge is placed at the position of one of the Dy ions, both the point charge model and 
ab initio CASSCF calculations predict an easy-plane ground state for the remaining Dy3+ ion. 
However, the Dy–Dy bond localizes additional electron density between two lanthanide 
ions. When an additional negative point charge is placed at the midpoint between the Dy3+ 
ion and the positive charge, the situation changes severely. The crystal field for this model 
system scales with the charge and distance as q/R3. Figure 3.4.12a visualizes the crystal 
field potential [132]. Even a small negative charge of −0.25 e already efficiently screens the 
larger but more distant positive charge, although the easy-plane type of anisotropy is still 
preserved. When qm exceeds −0.36 e, the sign of the crystal field potential acting on Dy3+ 
is changed, and easy-axis anisotropy develops (see Figure 3.4.12b). This simple model 
shows that the covalent bond between Dy atoms in Dy2@C80(CH2Ph) is not only important 
for the exchange coupling, but also dampens electrostatic interactions between positively 
charged Dy ions and enforces an easy-axis ground state for the latter. 
 
Figure 3.4.12. (a) Evolution of CF potential and the type of Dy3+ þ anisotropy in the system 
with 3+ point charge placed at the distance of 3.96 Å and an additional negative charge 
(qm) at the midpoint between the two Dy centers. The arrow denotes direction of the 
magnetic moment. (b) Systematic change of the midpoint charge (qm) in the model system 
[Dy3+–qm–(+3)]. The gZ projection changes discontinuously at a critical value qm=−0.36. 
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Figure 3.4.13. (a) (M/B)mT function measured for Dy2@C80(CH2Ph) in different magnetic 
fields from 0.2 T to 7 T. Note that the sharp feature in the curve measured at 0.2 T 
corresponds to the blocking temperature of the compound. At lower temperatures, the 
values deviate significantly from the thermodynamic limit and hence cannot be used to 
compare with simulated curves (which necessary correspond to the equilibrium situation). 
(b) Comparison between (M/B)mT and χT functions. Curves are computed for 
Dy2@C80(CH2Ph) with different values of the magnetic field B. Computations were 
performed for the simplified version of the effective spin Hamiltonian in Equation (3.4.7), 
in which crystal fields parameters were computed ab initio as discussed above, and jDy,e 
constant is set to 32 cm−1.   
The moment of 21 μB determined for Dy2@C80(CH2Ph) by SQUID magnetometry is 
consistent with the ferromagnetic parallel alignment of all spins in the [Dy3+–e–Dy3+] 
system. More detailed information on the exchange interactions in Dy2@C80(CH2Ph) is 
revealed by the temperature and magnetic field dependence of the (M/B)mT function 
(Figure 3.4.13a). 
This function is used here instead of χmT because the magnetic susceptibility χ is defined as 
the derivative of the magnetization M versus the field B, and the experimentally measured 
M/B significantly deviates from χ when B exceeds 1 Tesla (Figure 3.4.13b). 
The (M/B)mT curves were simulated with a simplified version of the effective spin 
Hamiltonian: 
𝐻𝐻�𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 =  𝐻𝐻�𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 𝐷𝐷𝐶𝐶1 + 𝐻𝐻�𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 𝐷𝐷𝐶𝐶2 − 2 ∗ 𝑗𝑗𝐷𝐷𝐶𝐶1,𝑠𝑠 ∗ (𝐽𝐽𝐷𝐷𝐶𝐶1 ∙ ?̂?𝑆𝑠𝑠 + 𝐽𝐽𝐷𝐷𝐶𝐶2 ∙ ?̂?𝑆𝑠𝑠)     (3.4.7) 
where the first two terms are the single-ion crystal-field Hamiltonians and the third term is 
a simplified version of ∑ 𝐻𝐻�𝐶𝐶𝑖𝑖𝐶𝐶𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠,𝑗𝑗  (Equation 3.4.6). 
It is obtained from Equation (3.4.5) by neglecting the jDy1,Dy2 constant due to its small value 
(−1.2 cm−1 for Gd, Figure 3.4.11), and by considering the jDy1,e and jDy2,e constants to be 
equal to the single parameter, jDy,e. Similar form of the effective Hamiltonian was suggested 
in [170] and [171] for the description of the [Tb–N23−–Tb] complex.  
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Figure 3.4.14. Comparison between the (M/B)mT function measured at 1 T and simulated 
χmT functions. Simulations are performed for Dy2@C80(CH2Ph) with (a) different values of 
the jDy,e parameter (the values are given in cm−1, CASSCF-computed crystal field parameters 
are used) and (b) different crystal field parameters (for each set of parameters, shown are 
the point negative charge and the energy difference between the ground and the first 
excited state in cm−1, and the jDy,e constant is 30 cm−1). 
In all magnetic fields studied, (M/B)mT shows a sharp increase to ca 55 cm3mol−1K with the 
increase of the temperature. At higher temperatures, the function decreases slowly 
reaching ca 43 cm3mol−1K at 300 K. But for the low external fields, the low-temperature 
part of the curve is disturbed by slow relaxation of magnetization (the kink in the 0.2 T 
curve corresponds to the blocking temperature). 
For the fields exceeding 1 T the whole curve is measurable. For this reason, and because in 
the field of 1 T the (M/B)mT function is still close to the χmT function, in analysis of the 
Hamiltonian parameters below we will use the (M/B)mT measured in the field of 1 T and 
compare it to the computed χmT curves. 
With the crystal field parameters obtained from ab initio calculations described above, a 
reasonable agreement with the experimental (M/B)mT curve measured in the field of 1 T is 
obtained for the jDy,e constant of 30–35 cm−1 (Figure 3.4.14a). Figure 3.4.15 shows that the 
curves simulated for jDy,e = 32 cm−1 (46 K) match the experimental data very well. 
Experimental values are systematically smaller than theoretical one by a factor of 1.05; 
hence, the scales are slightly different. 
These simulations also showed that the shape of the experimental curve requires the 
exchange constant to be higher than 30 cm−1 and that the crystal field with the splitting of 
the first two CF states exceeds 200 cm−1.  
If any of these parameters are smaller, the χmT and (M/B)mT functions develop a peak at 
low temperatures (Figure 3.4.14) due the presence of the low-energy excited states with 
lower magnetic moment, whose thermal population decreases χmT.  
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Figure 3.4.15. Experimental and computed (M/B)mT curves (dots and lines, respectively) for 
the fields of 1, 3, 5 and 7 T. Computations were performed using the simplified version of 
the effective spin Hamiltonian in Equation (3.4.7) with jDy,e = 32 cm−1 (46 K). Experimental 
values are systematically smaller than theoretical one by a factor of 1.05; hence, the scales 
are slightly different. 
 
Figure 3.4.16. Normalized magnetization curves of Dy2@C80(CH2Ph) measured at different 
temperatures. Dots are experimental values, lines are simulations for the ferromagnetic 
(solid lines) and antiferromagnetic (dashed lines) coupling in the [Dy3+–e–Dy3+] system. 
Simulations of magnetization curves based on Equation (3.4.7) and considering 
ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic coupling between magnetic moments of Dy centers 
and magnetic moment of unpaired electron are shown on Figure 3.4.16.  
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The curves were computed using the jDy,e value of +32 cm−1 (FM coupling) and 
−32 cm−1 (AFM coupling); jDy,Dy was assumed to be 0 in both cases. Note that in the 
spectrum of the spin Hamiltonian, the ground state is separated from the first excited state 
by more than 240 cm-1, which ensures that magnetization curves measured at 
temperatures up to 100 K are dominated by the ground state properties. The difference 
between 19 (AFM coupling) and 21 (FM coupling) μB is not well seen at low temperatures 
(simulated curves are almost identical at 1.8 K), but the curves diverge more pronouncedly 
at 35–100 K. Comparison to the experimental data shows that the FM coupling describes 
the system considerably better than the AFM coupling, which serves as an independent 
proof of the magnetic moment of 21 μB. 
 
Figure 3.4.17. Schematic description of the coupling of the magnetic moments of the Dy3+ 
ions and unpaired electron spin in the ground state. 
In the ground state, both Dy ions are in their Jz=±15/2 spin states with parallel alignment 
(Figure 3.4.17). The spectrum of the spin Hamiltonian in Equation (3.4.7) has two types of 
low-energy excited states: crystal field excitations of the individual Dy3+ ions with preserved 
parallel alignment of the moment of the two centers, and the exchange excitations, i.e. the 
states in which the spin of one of the Dy3+ centers is flipped (Figure 3.4.18).  
In the lowest-energy exchange excited states both Dy centers still have the Jz=±15/2 spin, 
but now with antiparallel alignment. Variation of the jDy,e constant in Equation (3.4.7) from 
30 to 35 cm−1 changes the energy of these states from 390 to 450 cm−1 (560 to 650 K). As 
a result, they are higher in energy than the lowest-energy CF-excited states found at 
200-300 cm−1. The total spin of such states is small, and it is very likely that relaxation of 
magnetization proceeds via these states, which is also confirmed by the computed 
transition probabilities (Figure 3.4.20). Note that earlier computational studies predicted 
relaxation of magnetization via the first exchange-excited state in [Tb–N23−–Tb] with the 
barrier of 299 K [171] and in Dy2@C79N with the barrier of 837 K [165]. Chibotaru et al. also 
developed a more refined model of the exchange interactions, which showed that 
admixture of the crystal field states increases the probability of the direct transition from 
the ground state to the first exchange-excited state [171]. Thus, it can be concluded that 
the 2
effU  value of 613 K corresponds to the lowest-energy exchange excited state in 
Dy2@C80(CH2Ph). This value can be can be matched exactly by the spectrum of the spin 
Hamiltonian in Equation (3.4.7) if the jDy,e constant is set to 32 cm−1. 
The nature of the low-temperature Orbach relaxation process with the barrier of 40 K 
cannot be explained based on the energy spectrum of the Hamiltonian in Equation (3.4.7)  
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Figure 3.4.18. Low-energy part of the spectrum of the spin Hamiltonian (Equation 3.4.7) 
with transition probabilities as lines of different thickness (thicker lines correspond to higher 
probabilities), the x axis is the projection of magnetic moment upon the main anisotropy 
axis. A schematic description of spin alignment in the ground state and exchange-excited 
states is also shown (Dy, green arrows; single electron spin, dark blue arrow). With the 
jDy,e = 32 cm−1, the energy of the exchange states matches the Orbach barrier 2
effU = 613 K. 
as the U1eff value is much smaller than the energies of the spin excited states, whereas the 
τ01 value of 13.6 s is extremely long. A possible hypothesis is that this Orbach-like process 
in fact describes relaxation via Raman mechanism assisted by low-frequency phonon 
modes. Studies of the electron spin-lattice relaxation times in salts of transition metals 
and lanthanides showed that in the presence of a so-called localized phonon of 
frequency ω, the rate of relaxation via the Raman mechanism can be proportional 
to exp(−ћω/kBT) [133-135]. Besides, a recent study of the role of phonons in under-barrier 
spin relaxation in SMMs revealed that an anharmonic phonon with finite linewidth 
may result in Orbach-like behavior with the effective barrier corresponding to one half 
of the phonon frequency [13]. In endohedral fullerenes, carbon cage is rather rigid, and 
its vibrations occur at frequencies above 200 cm−1. Vibrational density of states at 
lower energies is thus quite low and is derived from vibrational modes 
corresponding to frustrated rotations and translations of encapsulated species. 
Besides, Dy2@C80(CH2Ph) has several low-frequency vibrations of the attached benzyl 
group. It is reasonable to suggest that one of these low-frequency modes, and librations of 
the Dy2 unit seem to be a particular reasonable choice, is responsible for relaxation of 
magnetization in Dy2@C80(CH2Ph) at medium-low temperatures. 
Summary 
In this section the single-molecule magnet with half-occupied Dy–Dy bonding orbital, 
Dy2@C80(CH2Ph) is discussed. Due to the large ferromagnetic coupling, the endohedral 
[Dy3+–e–Dy3+] unit in Dy2@C80(CH2Ph) behaves as a single entity with a large magnetic 
moment of 21 μB. The molecule has a record-high blocking temperature among di-metal 
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endohedral fullerene single-molecule magnets and a high thermal barrier of magnetization 
reversal of 613 K. The synthesis, although it includes a rather tedious chromatographic 
separation, is otherwise quite straightforward and can be performed with other 
lanthanides. Furthermore, a variation of the geometrical parameters and symmetry of the 
[Dy3+–e–Dy3+] unit may be achieved by choosing other fullerene cage sizes and isomers. 
Additionally, Dy2@C80(CH2Ph) shows a remarkable redox behavior with stable cations and 
anions, and further variation of its magnetic properties can be achieved via redox chemistry 
[132]. Thus, this result opens a new class of tunable air-stable single-molecule magnets, 
whose unusual magnetic properties are due to the trapping of the unpaired electron 
between two lanthanides. Local 4f-based magnetic moments of individual lanthanide ions 
are strongly ferromagnetically coupled via unpaired electron delocalized between two 
metals, leading to the large net magnetic moment and high blocking temperature. 
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Summary 
This thesis is dedicated to investigations of endohedral metallofullerene single-molecule 
magnets with lanthanide atoms or lanthanide-containing clusters inside. 
Chapter 1 reviews the basics of single-molecule magnetism and the physical origin of 
lanthanide magnetic properties. The brief theoretical background on SMM 
magnetodynamics is presented along with the most recent advances in the field of single-
molecule magnetism. 
Fullerenes are introduced with the main focus on endohedral species, the strategies of 
their synthesis and purification. The overview of the experimental methods applicable to 
endohedral metallofullerenes is discussed in order to show both how explicitly fullerene 
molecules can be characterized prior to magnetic investigations and the available 
possibilities for magnetic studies themselves. 
Chapter 2 discusses the specifics endohedral metallofullerene single-molecule magnets on 
the example of nitride clusterfullerenes. The origin of magnetic anisotropy in nitride 
clusters is studied both theoretically and experimentally.  
Chapter 3 presents the most recent magnetic investigations of Dy-endohedral 
metallofullerenes: 
For DySc2N@C80, a detailed study of QTM processes in powder and single-crystal samples 
with different dilution methods revealed how the intermolecular interactions in 
DySc2N@C80 affect the magnetization dynamics. Relaxation behavior in broader 
temperature range is addressed with AC magnetometry. 
For Dy2ScN@C80, magnetic studies in the wide range of temperatures between 1.8 and 76 K 
showed an anisotropy barrier of 1735±21 K and an effective suppression of QTM due to 
exchange interactions between the Dy ions. The large barrier is assigned to the relaxation 
via the 5th Kramers doublet. 
Dy2S@C82-Cs, -C3v, Dy2S@C72-Cs, Dy2C2@C82-Cs: the investigation of a fullerene family with 
a similar cluster in cages of different symmetry and different clusters in the same fullerene 
cage allowed to separate the influence of the cluster composition and the cage structure 
on magnetic properties of endohedral metallofullerene single-molecule magnets. We also 
found that the nitride clusterfullerenes are better SMMs than sulfide and carbide 
clusterfullerenes 
Dy2@C80(CH2Ph) is shown to be an exotic endohedral metallofullerene with a single-
electron lanthanide-lanthanide bond. The spin system of the [Dy3+–e–Dy3+] unit behaves as 
a single entity with the large magnetic moment of 21 μB  and exhibits a record-high blocking 
temperature (21.9 K) among di-metal single-molecule magnets. The molecule also exhibits 
high relaxation barrier of 613 K, which is assigned to the first exchange excited state, in 
which spin of one Dy center is flipped. 
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Appendix A. Technical details, relaxation 
The central task of the single-molecule magnet research is understanding of their 
magnetodynamics. From a set of relaxation times over various temperatures and fields not 
only the behavior of single-molecule magnets (hysteresis shape, blocking temperature) can 
be explained, but also such intrinsic properties as the anisotropy barrier. 
The two most common macroscopic approaches for determination of the system’s 
characteristic times are: DC relaxation measurements (above 100 s, relaxation curves are 
recorded) and AC relaxation measurements (below 10 s, searching for the resonance 
behavior of the sample). The organization of the AC experiment is rather complex, 
however, data processing is relatively straightforward. The requirement of sufficient 
sample amounts is the main limitation. On the contrary, the DC measurement of the 
magnetization decay curve is relatively simple and doesn’t require large sample amounts 
(5-10 % compared to AC). Difficulties arise during fitting of the experimental data as 
single-molecule magnets tend to exhibit a time-dependent decay rate. One of the reasons 
is arising from the evolution of internal dipolar fields in the sample during relaxation. 
Consequently, a single exponential function often fails to describe the system’s behavior. 
In rare cases double exponential description is sufficient [172]. However, in a general case 
the decay curve consists of an infinite number of exponentials. A characteristic value for 
the relaxation time distributions has to be derived. It becomes possible with a stretched 
exponential: 
𝑓𝑓(𝑡𝑡) =  𝑀𝑀𝑠𝑠𝑞𝑞 + (𝑀𝑀0 −𝑀𝑀𝑠𝑠𝑞𝑞) 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 �� 𝐶𝐶𝜏𝜏1�𝛽𝛽�                                            (A.1) 
Where 𝑀𝑀𝑠𝑠𝑞𝑞 and 𝑀𝑀0 are the equilibrium and initial magnetizations, respectively, 𝜏𝜏1 is a 
characteristic relaxation time and 𝛽𝛽 is an additional parameter that corresponds to the 
time-dependent decay rate 𝜏𝜏−1 ~ 𝑡𝑡𝛽𝛽−1 with 𝛽𝛽 = (0; 1). In the extreme case of 𝛽𝛽 =  1 one 
obtains a single exponential. 
The stretched exponential can be represented in the form that corresponds to the 
continuous sum of exponential decays: 
𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 ��
𝐶𝐶
𝜏𝜏1
�
𝛽𝛽
� =  ∫ 𝑃𝑃(𝑠𝑠,𝛽𝛽) exp �−𝑠𝑠 𝐶𝐶
𝜏𝜏1
� 𝑑𝑑𝑠𝑠 ∞
0
                                           (A.2) 
Where 𝑃𝑃(𝑠𝑠,𝛽𝛽) is a normalized probability distribution [173].  
For the first time the stretched exponential was proposed by Rudolf Kohlrausch in 1854 to 
describe the relaxation of charge from a glass Leyden jar (the precursor of modern 
capacitors). This function is commonly used in the studies of glassy materials, were 
heterogenic processes are expected. For example, the stretched exponential relaxation can 
be found in simulations of the 3D spin glass with large enough number of spins [174]. In 
the field of single-molecule magnets a time-dependent decay rate was found already for 
Mn12ac, the first molecular magnet, consequently a stretched exponential was used [175]. 
The detailed comparison of the most common characteristic time derivation strategies is 
presented below.  
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Figure A.1. An example of a magnetization decay curve with a relatively fast relaxation time 
of 179 seconds (DySc2N@C80, single crystal, 1.8 K, 14.7 mT). The inset shows the final part 
of the relaxation curve. The large deviation of the single exponential fits indicates a time-
dependent decay rate.  
The two extreme cases of relaxation experiments should be taken into account. The first 
one corresponds to short relaxation times, which are close to the limit of the DC 
measurement technique. The limitation arises from the characteristics for the 
superconducting magnet, used in the experiment. Prior to recording the relaxation curve, 
one has to magnetize the sample in the saturation field and then sweep the field down and 
stabilize in at the desired value. The common change of the magnetic field is about 2-3 
Tesla. For the modern QD MPMS3 magnetometer the delay between the start of sweeping 
and the first measured point is between 15 and 30 seconds. Thus, samples with fast 
relaxation undergo a considerable demagnetization already before the actual 
measurement starts. 
The consequences are different for a constant and a time-dependent decay rates. While 
for the first case a single exponential fit of the whole decay curve or a part of it would 
provide the same result, for the second case a curve that misses the initial part would 
provide overestimated values due to a biased representation of the real time distribution. 
Considerable deviations are found for the times below 100 s (QD MPMS3), therefore such 
results are excluded. 
On Figure A.1 an example of a relatively fast decay is shown. For such cases the 
measurement over more than 10 characteristic times is affordable, which provides an 
easier estimation of the equilibrium magnetization. This is crucial for the correct fit as the 
result exhibits a strong dependence on the value of Meq. As a consequence, the fitting 
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algorithm has to be chosen carefully. By default, most of the routines are dealing with 
minimization of the sum of squared residuals (the differences between a data points and 
the corresponding model estimates). This leads to unequal treatment of the “first” and the 
“last” points of the curves, as their values can differ by several orders of magnitude, still 
having the same instrumental error. To ensure that the average residual can’t surpass the 
small values of the “last” points, the “normalized” residuals have to be introduced, 
calculated as the ratio between the residual and the corresponding value. Effectively this 
forces the fitting curve to follow the tail of the experimental curve. According to Figure A.1 
the stretched exponential describes the magnetization decay in DySc2N@C80 single crystal 
significantly better than a single exponential, and the “normalized” residuals approach 
increases the fit quality for the last points. 
An alternative way of treating the time-dependent relaxation rate can be found in 
literature. The evolution of internal dipolar fields in the sample during relaxation can lead 
to a square-root time dependence of the signal [83]. However, this special type of 
relaxation is expected only in the beginning of the experimental curve, as the effect of 
dipolar fields vanishes towards the equilibration of the system. On Figure A.2 the relaxation 
curves for DySc2N@C80 single crystal are shown. In the current scale the square-root time 
dependence should appear as straight line, and one can see that only few first points on 
the experimental curve can be tentatively attributed to a square-root time dependence. 
Consequently, this specific regime in DySc2N@C80 is not accessible by the available 
magnetometry techniques.   
 
Figure A.2. DySc2N@C80 single crystal magnetization decay curves at 1.8 K. The square-root 
time scaling is used in order to determine a specific relaxation regime with square-root time 
dependence (corresponds to straight line in this case). 
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Figure A.3. An example of a magnetization decay curve with a long relaxation time 
of ~1.2*105 seconds (DySc2N@C80, single crystal, 1.8 K, 70 mT).  
Upon the increase of the relaxation time it becomes more and more time consuming to 
sample the complete relaxation curve. For the characteristic times of 105 seconds that 
would correspond to a 10-day experiment, which is already above the limit for a QD 
MPMS3 machine with unavoidable weekly liquid helium fillings (not mentioning the waste 
of the valuable SQUID time). The vital question then arises: how long is it necessary to 
measure the relaxation curve in order to obtain a reliable characteristic time? 
The relaxation curve of DySc2N@C80 single crystal at 1.8 K, 70 mT is taken as an example. It 
has been measured for 2.8*104 seconds (~ 7 hours). Still in this case only a part of the decay 
curve was recorded (Figure A.3). It is especially problematic to determine the equilibrium 
magnetisation for such incomplete curves. In order to increase the reliability of the fit, an 
additional “thermal” magnetisation curve can be recorded. With the magnetic field kept at 
the initial value (70 mT in the current example), one warms the sample above the blocking 
temperature and then cools it down to the initial temperature, where the measurement 
starts. The magnetisation is rising towards the same Meq as for the decay curve. A combined 
fitting potentially yields more accurate results. In order to prove it, different fitting 
procedures are compared.  
Single exponential fitting underestimates the characteristic relaxation time due to wrong 
value of Meq, as it can be seen on Figure A.3. Once a second “rising” experimental curve is 
added to the single exponential fit (“Single combined”), the obtained relaxation time 
becomes comparable to ones from the fittings with stretched exponentials. The shape of 
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the simulated curve, however, is still far from experimental. This can be clearly seen at a 
closer look to the experimental curve (Figure A.4). Only stretched exponentials that can 
closely follow the curvature of the magnetisation decay curve with a time-dependent 
relaxation rate. For the full experimental curve, the different stretched exponential fittings 
provide similar simulated curves and the relaxation times. Thus, the most reliable average 
relaxation time of (1.22±0.16)*105 seconds can estimated from 4 different fitting types: 
“Single combined”, “Stretched”, “Stretched combined”, “Stretched combined normalized” 
(Figure A.5). The ratio between the duration of the measurement and the characteristic 
time is ~0.2. Further, the cases with smaller ratios were modelled.  
The initial curves (both decay and magnetisation) were continuously shortened from the 
end in steps of 2.8*103 seconds (10% of the full measurement). The resulting set of curves 
was fitted with a range of methods, both with default optimization algorithm and with a 
"normalised" one. However, the results for "normalised" fitting were excluded if they are 
similar to the default one (Figure A.5). 
Following the Figure A.5 one can see how the estimated relaxation time varies with the 
length on the experiment. In the case of single exponential fitting the estimated value 
changes continuously with the duration of the experiment. This is an additional argument 
against using this method. 
 
Figure A.4. An example of a magnetization decay curve with a long relaxation time 
of ~1.2*105 seconds (DySc2N@C80, single crystal, 1.8 K, 70 mT).  
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Figure A.5. Relaxation times obtained from different pieces of the magnetization decay 
curve (DySc2N@C80, single crystal, 1.8 K, 70 mT). Points above the main frame represent 
largely deviating times. The dashed line corresponds to the most reliable estimation of the 
relaxation time. 
The value of the relaxation time obtained by using “Single combined” fitting stays nearly 
constant down to ~0.1 ratios (experiment time to relaxation time), then rapidly deviates 
and occasionally coincides with single exponential fitting. 
“Stretched” fitting values start to deviate immediately upon shortening of the experimental 
curve and the deviation can reach several orders of magnitude. This happens due to 
unconstrained Meq parameter that is difficult to estimate for a single decay curve. 
“Stretched combined” method provides quite stable results, however, the standard 
deviation of the relaxation time value grows with shortening of the experiment. The reason 
is in the inappropriate weighting, which ignores the second “rising” magnetization curve as 
it has one order of magnitude smaller values than the decay curve (Figure A.3).  
The weight of the data points from both decay and magnetisation experimental curves 
have to be normalized in the same way as it was done above for the case of short relaxation 
times. Accordingly, the “Stretched combined normalized” fitting method shows more 
accurate results, which do not deviate down to experiment time to relaxation time ratio 
of ~0.05 for the current case. Thus, the reliable experiment can’t be more than 20 times 
shorter than the estimated relaxation time. 
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It was shown that the stretched exponential is the optimal function for fitting the 
experimental DC relaxation curves. The following important notes can be pointed out: 
• Normalization of the weights is required when the measured signal varies within 
more than one order of magnitude. 
• For short relaxation times, reliable values can be obtained down to ~100s. 
• For long relaxation times, when the decay curve is measured only partly, an 
additional measurement of the “rising” magnetization curve is required for an 
accurate estimation of Meq value. In this case two 30 h measurements will provide 
the reliable results for relaxation times up to ~106 seconds. 
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Appendix B. Hamiltonian spectra of sulfide/carbide clusterfullerenes 
 
 
Figure B.1. The energies of single-ion crystal field states of Dy1 and Dy2 in Dy2S@C82-Cs as 
computed ab initio at the CASSCF/RASSI level. Red lines visualize transition probabilities 
computed from transverse components of the g-tensor (the thicker the line – the higher the 
probability). Right panels describe composition of the spin state in the mJ basis. 
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Figure B.2. The energies of single-ion crystal field states of Dy1 and Dy2 in Dy2S@C82-C3v as 
computed ab initio at the CASSCF/RASSI level. Red lines visualize transition probabilities 
computed from transverse components of the g-tensor (the thicker the line – the higher the 
probability). Right panels describe composition of the spin state in the mJ basis. 
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Figure B.3. The energies of single-ion crystal field states of Dy1 and Dy2 in Dy2S@C72-Cs as 
computed ab initio at the CASSCF/RASSI level. Red lines visualize transition probabilities 
computed from transverse components of the g-tensor (the thicker the line – the higher the 
probability). Right panels describe composition of the spin state in the mJ basis. 
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Figure B.4. The energies of single-ion crystal field states of Dy1 and Dy2 in Dy2C2@C82-Cs as 
computed ab initio at the CASSCF/RASSI level. Red lines visualize transition probabilities 
computed from transverse components of the g-tensor (the thicker the line – the higher the 
probability). Right panels describe composition of the spin state in the mJ basis. 
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